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ABSTRACT

This study investigates the role of group project in the development of a

second language (L2) within Vygotsky's zone of proximal development (ZPD). It

explores the notions of intra-group ZPD and inter-group ZPD, a theoretical

expansion of Donato's (1994) notion of collective scaffolding and Nyikos and

Hashimoto's (1997) notion of group ZPD. It attempts to answer the following

research questions: (1) What is the role of the group project, "Teacher for a Day"

in the learning of FilipinofTagalog vocabulary within the ZPD? (2) What semiotic

mediation tools do learners appropriate to co-construct knowledge within the

ZPD? (3) How do social and dialogic interactions within and between groups

facilitate L2 vocabulary learning? and (4) What are students' perceptions of the

use of group project as an innovative approach to teaching/learning Filipino/

Tagalog.

Participants in the study, second-semester beginning FilipinofTagalog

students at a community college, were born of Filipino immigrant parents and

raised in the United States of America. Seven small groups of two and one small

group of three worked colJaboratively on a group project, "Parts of the Body."

Written guidelines for the lesson plan were provided to the students and self

evaluations and two posttests were conducted. Group presentations were video

taped with students' permission. A discourse analysis was employed to analyze

the students' dialogic interactions.
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Results of the study show that the group project approach to L2 language

learning and the social and dialogic interactions within a social and cultural

context facilitated the self-regulation and internalization of L2 vocabulary. The

collective use of semiotic mediation tools in scaffolding assisted the learners to

reach their potential development, not only in their individual ZPDs but also in the

intra-group and inter-group ZPDs. The stUdy provides instructors of Filipino/

Tagalog and other foreign languages information for developing, modifying, and

improving small-group language learning activities that will help enhance

students' acquisition of the target language. Finally, the findings shed new light

on and/or complement studies of the application of Vygotsky's sociocultural

theory in the fields of L2 acquisition and educational psychology.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Vygotsky's sociocultural theory maintains that social interaction plays an

important role in an individual's cognitive growth and development (Donato &

McCormick, 1994) and that language is used as a semiotic tool to organize and

control human mental and physical activity (Wertsch, 1991). In other words,

learning occurs in a social milieu and language is the primary psychological tool

that mediates learning. Group work in a learning environment provides a synthetic

social milieu and social context needed in Vygotsky's social constructivist view of

learning.

Schinke-Llano (1993) argues that three key concepts of Vygotsky's

psycholinguistics theory are relevant and compatible to current second language

acquisition (SLA) theory. Firstly, she points out that SLA's bilingual education, for

example, is relevant to Vygotsky's concept of thought and language, two distinct

cognitive functions that develop together during the early age of about two yet later

reinforce each other and transform the other as the development progresses

(Fredericks, 1974). Proponents of bilingual education argue that a child's cognitive

development is impaired when his/her native language (L1) used in schools is

abruptly replaced by a second language (L2) in which the child may not yet be
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fluent. Secondly, Vygotskian's developmental framework, which focuses on

processes and changes is in step with the change of focus in SLA recent research

from product description to understanding the processes of language acquisition

McNeil, 1987). And thirdly, language acquisition and concept formation result from

social interaction and joint problem-solving activities, fitting well with current SLA

theory that views learners as a part of an interactive process rather than in

isolation (Long, 1980; Krashen, 1982; Swain, 1985).

Vygotsky's psycholinguistics is "extremely useful as a productive paradigm

within which to conduct research and theory building" (Schinke-Llano, 1993,

p.121). This dissertation explores how Vygotsky's theories apply to a group

project assignment for community college students, where both intra-group and

inter-group learning occurs. As a Filipino teacher/researcher of FilipinolTagalog

working with third generation Filipinos, I find Vygotsky's sociocultural framework to

be beneficial and productive in meeting the language needs of my students

because it allows me to be more aware and sensitive to the social and cultural

processes involved in learning a second language and not confine myself to

linguistic dimensions of second language learning, which other traditional teachers

often choose to do.

Through 25 years of teaching experience as a second/foreign language

instructor/researcher of English and FilipinolTagalog and a fluent speaker of three

languages (Filipino, Thai, and English), I am a major proponent of employing

teacher research in one's own language classroom. Doing this research allows

educators to become much more effective and professional benefiting their
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students' learning efficiency. Throughout my teaching career at Payap University

in Chiang Mai, Thailand, Universities of Hawari and Wisconsin, and Kapi'olani

Community College, my curiosity is continually aroused as to what really happens

in my classroom and how my teaching facilitates (or hinders) the students'

language learning and acquisition. Through close observation of student-teacher

and student-student interactions, and regularly obtaining students' feedback and

analyzing their perceptions of classroom language learning as well as group

activities, I have been able to identify behavioral patterns and learning features

impacting their language learning and acquisition. I have become more sensitive

to regularities and irregularities in the classroom as well as the effects of the

physical environment on students' language learning process. Reflective teaching

has become a regular component of my teaching practice and has equipped me to

implement changes where necessary to better meet the needs of the students.

This research study represents one of several pieces of teacher research I have

conducted in my endeavor to apply theory into practice by experimenting with

pedagogy and applying theoretical principles to guide my choice of teaching!

learning strategies. Most specifically, this stUdy was designed to assess the role of

group work in the context of a group project in the learning of L2 vocabulary.

SIGNIFICANCE OF THE STUDY

The vast majority of second/foreign language (L2) teachers use group work

as a teaching!learning strategy in their classrooms. Students hiwe little or no input

in the design and implementation of these group activities, which are usually
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regulated and monitored by teachers, who continually remind students to use the

target language to accomplish the task. If and when students are asked to take

the role of teacher, it is usually in the form of a review of various concepts

presented in a certain chapter of a textbook in preparation for a criterion

referenced test.

The ''Teacher for a Day" group project presented here is different. It is

learner-centered--a project of the students, by the students, and for the students.

The lesson that students create and teach focuses on a topic not presented in the

class textbook, and as such is totally new to them. The design and

implementation of their group presentation is the result of collaboration between

members of their particular group. As they present their material as a group to the

other groups in the class who are given the same assignment, between group

learning is also evident among the entire group (class) members. The students

have complete control of the project, (except for the amount of time given for the

preparation and presentation stages). The group project serves as an expansion

of the group techniques currently employed by teachers in their language

classrooms. It is an attempt to challenge students to be independent learners and

share in the responsibility of language learning.

The initial findings of the study allow us to see what really occurs in dialogic

interactions and how semiotic devices mediate one's thinking and behavior,

particularly when used collectively. This valuable insight will enable language

teachers to examine themselves and their educational practices and see how

they facilitate (or hinder) students' language development. The findings also
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provide evidence that supports the notions of intra-group and inter-group ZPDs, an

expansion of Vygotsky's concept of individual ZPD, Donato's (1994) notion of

collective scaffolding, and Nyikos and Hashimoto's (1997) exploration of a group

ZPD, and thereby, contributing to the existing knowledge in the field of educational

psychology as well as second language learning and acquisition.

PURPOSE OF THE STUDY

The purpose of this study is three-fold-(1) to investigate, within the

framework of sociocultural theory, the role of group projects, specifically "Teacher

for a Day," as an expansion of the group work teaching/learning strategy in the

development of Filipino/Tagalog vocabulary within Vygotsky's proposed zone of

proximal development (ZPD); (2) to illustrate the various types of semiotic

mediation tools learners appropriate in the co-construction of knowledge and

recall of L2 vocabulary in a classroom group work setting, and (3) to report

students' perceptions of the benefits of the use of this group project as an

innovative teaching/learning approach in the development and acquisition of

Filipino/Tagalog.

RESEARCH QUESTIONS

The study builds on three previous investigations by the author on

students' perceptions of small group work (2001), of its effectiveness and

ineffectiveness in second/foreign language learning (1999), and of a student

group project as an alternative teaching/learning strategy (2000). It will attempt

to answer the following research questions:
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1. What is the role of the group project, ''Teacher for a Day" in the learning of

FilipinofTagalog vocabulary within the ZPD?

2. What semiotic mediation tools do learners appropriate to co-construct

knowledge within the ZPD?

3. How do social and dialogic interactions within and between groups

facilitate L2 vocabulary learning?

4. What are students' perceptions of the use of the group project as an

innovative approach to teaching/learning FilipinofTagalog?

These questions are important because Filipinos, like other Asian culture

group such as Thais, for example, are much more likely to perform better in a

small-group setting rather than in a large-group setting, (e.g., a teacher-fronted

classroom). Within small groups, they are less intimidated to speak and feel

more comfortable to participate in the co-construction of knowledge. Group work

tends to be more germane in Asian cultures; hence, this group project approach

to L2 learning/teaching is a culturally appropriate pedagogy that will likely meet

the students' language needs more efficiently.

Chapter 2 presents a brief overview of Vygotsky's sociocultural theory, the

conceptual framework on which the study is based and Donato's collective

scaffolding as well as Nyikos and Hashimoto's group ZPD. It also presents a

review of research studies on group work and language acquisition within the

sociocultural theoretical framework.

Chapter 3 briefly introduces FilipinofTagalog, the L2 language used in the

study. It also introduces the research design of the study, describing the
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participants. the setting of the study, the author's role as teacher/researcher, and

the eight small-group presentations. It explains how the data were gathered and

analyzed. and includes a discussion on the limitations to the study.

Chapter 4 reports the results of the study and discusses its interpretation

based on Vygotsky's sociocultural theory of learning. It introduces the notion of

intra-group ZPD and inter-group ZPD, an expansion of Donato's (1994) concept of

collective scaffolding and Nyikos and Hashimoto's (1997) exploration of a group

ZPD. It delineates the various types of semiotic devices appropriated by learners

in the mediation of L2 vocabulary learning and recall processes in the ZPD.

Moreover, it illustrates the effects of prior group scaffoldings on the group

presentations.

Chapter 5 reports students' perceptions of the group project and the results

of two posttests, while Chapter 6 concludes the dissertation, discusses the

implications for teaching, and gives suggestions for possible future research

based on the findings of this study. Definitions of terms used in the study are

provided in the glossary.
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CHAPTER 2

LITERATURE REVIEW

This review provides an overview of Vygotsky's sociocultural theory, the

conceptual framework on which the study is based and Donato's (1994) notion of

collective scaffolding as well as Nyikos and Hashimoto's (1997) exploration of a

group ZPD. It also presents a review of L2 research studies from a sociocultural

perspective, including the role of group work and social interaction in L2

acquisition as well as the advantages and disadvantages of group work, as

perceived by students.

VYGOTSKY'S SOCIOCULTURAL THEORY

Vygotsky's sociocultural theory views social interaction to be significant in

the growth and development of cognition (Donato & McCormick, 1994) and views

that physical and symbolic tools mediate human action, which cannot be

separated from the social milieu in which it is carried out (Wertsch, 1991).

Through semiotic mediation, such as the use of "mnemonic devices, algebraic

symbols, diagrams and graphs, and most importantly, language," humans make

meanings of the world around them (Lantolf, 1994, p. 418). Vygotsky believes that

with these tools, humans are able to organize and control their mental and physical

activity. To illustrate, when an individual jots down notes on paper from a lecture,
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for example, this use of tools gives him/her a greater control over what, how, and

when he/she chooses to remember (Lantolf & Pavlenko, 1995).

General Genetic Law of Cultural Development

According to Vygotsky, in the early stages of cognitive development, (and

probably at all stages), the development of higher psychological functions first

appears at the social or interpsychologicallevel (Le., between people) and then later

at the individual or intrapsychologicallevel (Le., within oneself).

"Every function in the child's cultural development appears twice:

first, on the social level, and later, on the individual level; first,

between people (interpsychological), and then inside the child

(intrapsychological). This applies equally to voluntary attention, to

logical memory, and to the formation of concepts" (Vygotsky, 1978,

p.57).

This suggests that mental functions, such as thinking, reasoning, problem

solving, or logical memory, can be performed in collaboration by several people (on

the interpsychological plane) as well as by individuals (on the intrapsychological

plane). Specific organizational properties of social functioning are reflected on the

organization of the individual's mental processes. In other words, a child will apply

the same approach used in a joint problem solving activity when dealing with similar

problems independently (Wertsch &Rogoff, 1984).
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Communication, Regulation, and Internalization

Communication, the primary function of speech, mediates our relationships

with other individuals and with ourselves (Lantolf & Pavlenko, 1995). At the onset

of cognitive development, the child, or the novice, is influenced by his/her

environment and is said to be object-regulated. At the next stage of development,

the expert, or the more capable other controls the novice through dialogic

interaction, and the novice is said to be other-regulated. When the novice is able

to perlorm independently of the expert's assistance, a shift from the

interpsychological to the intrapsychological plane occurs and marks the beginning

of the novice's control over his/her own behavior, known as self-regulation

(Schinke-Llano, 1993). The overall developmental system starts with external

social activity and ends with internal individual activity because it is initially a social

function. The transformation (not transference) of external activity into internal

activity is known as the process of internalization (Wertsch & Stone, 1985).

Egocentric Speech, Inner Speech, and Private Speech

Sometimes in difficult situations, the novice uses egocentric speech to

facilitate solutions to problems at hand by talking, thinking, and acting through the

dilemma (Brooks, Donato, & McGlone, 1997). In its external form, egocentric

speech is embedded in communicative speech. When the novice takes language

inward, appealing to himself rather than the expert in seeking and planning a

solution to a problem, he uses inner speech, or verbal thought. Egocentric speech

is regarded as the transitional form between external and internal speech
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(Vygotsky, 1978), "the bridge between external interpsychological functioning and

internal intrapsychological functioning" (Wertsch & Stone, 1985, p. 172). When the

novice engages in a task of enhanced difficulty, inner speech resurfaces as private

speech. The purpose of private speech is to organize or direct the speaker's own

mental activity in order to regain control of the task situation (Schinke-Llano, 1993).

Speech as a Semiotic Mediation Tool

In Vygotsky's sociocultural theory, speech is the primary semiotic mediation

tool for learning and cognitive development. The act of achieving control of tasks

and activities through speaking is referred to as verbal mediation. Verbal

mediation assists individuals in organizing, planning, and coordinating their actions

as well as the actions of others (Vygotsky, 1986; Wertsch 1985, 1991). Through

dialog, we communicate with others, mediate our own consciousness, and adjust

our mental activity (Appel & Lantolf, 1994). In other words, we speak in order to

act, to solve problems, to be aware of what we are doing, and to change how we

think (Wertsch, 1991). As a cognitive tool, we use speech to help each other

construct meaning through collaboration. In L2 learning within Vygotsky's

sociocultural framework, the purpose of speaking is viewed not only for sending

messages between people but also as a "thinking tool" (Brooks et aI., 1997).

Zone of Proximal Development (ZPD)

Thinking and learning is said to take place in the "zone of proximal

development" (ZPD). It is the locus where the transformation of higher mental
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functions from the social (or interpsychological) plane to the cognitive (or

intrapsychological) plane occurs. Vygotsky defines ZPD as

"the distance between the actual development level as determined

by independent problem solving and the level of potential

development as determined through problem solving under adult

guidance or in collaboration with more capable peers" (1978, p. 86).

An individual has two levels of development--his/her actual development

and his/her potential development. At the level of the actual development, he/she

works independently of outside assistance (I.e., without help). However, when

he/she engages in collaborative activities in problem-solving with other more

capable others, his/her level of development is increased. With the help of the

expert, he/she can now do much more (potential development). The difference

between these two levels of development is what is known as the ZPD.

Nyikos and Hashimoto (1997) explore the possibility of a group ZPD. They

posit each person has an individual ZPD within a group and when they work

together, each individual's zone intersects and is expanded (or stymied),

depending on various social conditions during social interaction, discussions, and

creative problem-solving in the zone of potential growth for the group as a whole.

For L2 acquisition purposes, Ohta (1995) conceptualizes ZPD as "the

difference between the L2 learner's developmental level as determined by

independent language use, and the higher level of potential development as

determined by how language is used in collaboration with a more capable

interlocutor" (po 96). She argues that in peer interaction, the roles of novice and
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expert are "fluid and changing." Any peer (who is even weaker overall) can

become an expert when he/she contributes his/her strengths to help another

learner. Likewise, Lantolf and Pavlenko (1995) believe that the presence of

expertise is not a prerequisite in the construction of a ZPD. They argue that,

"Individuals, none of whom qualifies as an expert, can often come together in a

collaborative posture and jointly construct a ZPD in which each person

contributes something to, and takes something away from, the interaction"

(p.116). This being the case, a group of novices can assist each other in the

ZPD, for example, through corrective feedback or peer tutoring. Novices can

teach and learn from each other. However, a word of caution is appropriate.

According to Vygotsky, "instruction is good only when it proceeds ahead of

development, when it awakens and rouses to life those functions that are in a

stage of maturing or in the zone of proximal development." (Vygotsky, 1956, p.

278, reported in Wertsch & Stone, 1985, p. 165).

Scaffolding and Infersubjecfivify

Scaffolding, in conjunction with instruction, facilitates learning in the ZPD.

The concept of scaffolding originates with the work of Wood, Bruner and Ross

(1976). According to them, scaffolding is a process whereby the expert assists the

learner in a problem-solving task by taking control over the portion(s) of the task

that are beyond the learner's current level of competence, allowing the learner to

focus on the parts within his/her range of ability. In this manner, the expert

provides the learner with the following six functions:
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1. Recruitment - enlisting the learner's interest in the task.

2. Reduction in degrees of freedom - simplifying the task.

3. Direction maintenance - keeping the learner motivated and in pursuit of the

goal.

4. Marking critical features - highlighting certain relevant features and pointing

out discrepancies between what has been produced and the ideal solution.

5. Frustration control - reducing stress and frustration during problem solving.

6. Demonstration - modeling an idealized form of the act to be performed by

completing the act or by explicating the learner's partial solution (yVood et. ai,

1976, p. 98, reported in DiCamilia & Anton, 1997, p. 614).

Donato (1994) argues that during collaborative L2 interactions, language

learners can also provide their peers the same opportunity for scaffolded help as in

expert-novice relationships, where the expert assists the novice. In similar fashion,

language learners construct collective scaffolding and mutually assist each other

during negotiation of meaning, co-construction of knowledge, and establishment of

intersubjectivity.

lntersubjectivity is a shared perspective reached by interlocutors when a

shared understanding, not necessarily consensus, of the word or topic under

discussion is achieved through negotiation of meaning. This shared

understanding serves as a point of departure for negotiations towards successful

problem solving. In order to reach intersubjectivity, the speaker must monitor what

he/she says in terms of the premises of the listener, and the listener must listen

with reference to the premises of the speaker. What they say at any particular
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stage of their dialog must continually relate to whatever has been jointly

presupposed (Rommetveit, 1979). Different levels of intersubjectivity may occur

during the process of scaffolding (Wertsch, 1985). Consequently, different zones

of proximal development exist. However, when intersubjectivity is not reached for

whatever reason, communication may break down and meaning construction may

come to a halt, unless interlocutors utilize some communicative strategies and

semiotic mediation tools in order to keep the communicative channel open.

Communication Strategies to Reach Intersubjectivity

In a social and communicative interaction in the field of L2 acquisition,

learners and interlocutors can repair communication breakdowns and eventually

reach intersubjectivity through correction or negotiation. The term negotiation has

been used to describe the modification and restructuring process that occurs

between learners and their interlocutors when intersubjectivity is not reached. As

they negotiate amongst themselves, they work linguistically to achieve the needed

comprehensibility and shared understanding. They may repeat a message

verbatim, adjust its syntax, change its words, or modify its form and meaning. The

process of negotiation allows a listener to request message clarification and

confirmation and a speaker to follow up these requests, often through repetition,

elaboration, or simplification of the original message (Pica, 1994; Vandergrift,

1997). Negotiation may be conducted in L1, L2 or a combination of both (code

SWitching).
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Chaudron (1988) defines the different communication strategies language

learners use to reach intersubjectivity:

1. Clarification requests - a request for further information from an interlocutor

about a previous utterance.

2. Comprehension checks - the speakers' query of the interlocutor(s) as to

whether or not they have understood the previous speaker utterance.

3. Confirmation checks - the speaker's query as to whether or not the speaker's

(expressed) understanding of the interlocutor's meaning is correct.

4. Repair - an attempt by a speaker to alter or rectify a previous utterance, which

was in some way lacking in clarity or correctness (either self- or other-directed).

5. Repetition - an exact repeating of a previous string of speech (either partial or

full, and either a self- or other-repetition).

6. Expansion - a partial or full repetition, which modifies some portion of a

previous string of speech by adding syntactic or semantic information (p. 45).

Repetition works to establish and maintain the intersubjectivity between

individuals, which is crucial to successful interactions in the ZPD. Repetition in

conversational discourse may take the form of self-repetition or other-repetition.

Utterances may be an exact repetition of what has been said, or a repetition with

variation (e.g., a question transformed into a statement, a statement made into a

question, and so on).
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THE ROLE OF L1 IN L2 ACQUISITION

Communication strategies may be in L1, L2, or combination of both.

Unfortunately, the traditional view in the field of L2 acquisition has been that L1

should be avoided in the classroom by teachers and students because the

assumption has been that L1 inhibits the learning of L2 (Cook, 2001). However,

many specialists (Cook, 2001; Papaefthymiou-Lytra, 1987) believe that, for

pedagogical reasons, L1 can be used as a learning strategy when other

strategies have failed to facilitate comprehension and interpretation. Particularly

in beginning L2 classrooms, L1 seems to be the most efficient and primary

semiotic tool utilized by L2 learners in the establishment of intersubjectivity and

the meaning-making process.

Previous studies on the role of L1 in the learning of L2 focused mainly on

language transfer or cross-linguistic influence of L1 on L2 (see Ringbom, 1987,

reported in Anton & DiCamilla, 1999). Most recent studies in L2 acquisition that

are based on interactionist theories of L2 acquisition focused on the analysis of

how L2 input is negotiated by learners and made comprehensible through the use

of conversational devices, such as clarification requests, comprehension checks,

confirmation checks, repetition, and so on (see Gass & Varonis, 1985, 1986; Long,

1985; Long & Porter, 1985; Pica, 1987, 1994; Pica & Doughty, 1985, 1988; Porter,

1986; Varonis & Gass, 1985, reported in Anton & DiCamilla, 1999). While these

studies recognize the importance of collaborative interaction in L2 learning, Anton

and DiCamilia (1999) argue that their almost exclusive focus on negotiation of L2
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input provides an incomplete picture of learners' interaction in an L2 classroom

setting.

L2 researchers have now started to look into the use of L1 as a support for

learning L2 (Wells, 1999). Using Vygotsky's sociocultural theory, Anton and

DiCamilia (1999), for example, found that the students' use of L1 "plays a strategic

cognitive role both in scaffolding and in establishing intersubjectivity and

externalizing their inner speech as is necessary to perform the task, achieve their

goals, and thus realize their levels of potential development" (p. 236). Likewise,

Donato and Lantolf (1990) argue that the use of L1 is "a normal psycholinguistic

process that facilitates L2 production and allows the learners both to initiate and

sustain verbal interaction with one other" (reported in Brooks & Donato, 1994, p.

268). In group-work interactions, students use L1 to explain the task to each

other, negotiate roles they are going to take, or check against their peers'

understanding or production of language.

In a study of peer revision where the students were learning to write in

English, De Guerrero and Villamil (1994) and Villamil and De Guerrero (1996)

found that a majority of the students use L1 (in this case Spanish) as "an essential

tool for making meaning of text, retrieving language from memory, exploring and

expanding content, guiding their action through the task, and maintaining dialogue"

(reported in Anton & DiCamilla, 1999, p. 236).
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THE ROLE OF INTERACTION IN L2 LEARNING

Adair-Hauck and Donato (1994) investigated how interaction between

expert (teacher) and novice (students) promotes the novice's learning of a French

grammatical concept (specifically the function of present tense first conjugation -er

French verbs) instructed within the ZPD. Agreeing that meaning, form and

function need to be intertwined and interactive, they applied a Vygotskian

approach to grammar instruction that would include both the expert and the novice

in the grammar explanation. They found that "progression from one level to the

next in the ZPD is largely the result of the communicative interaction that created

the negotiation of meaning, coherence, and participation between expert and

novice" (p. 541).

Swain and Lapkin (1998) investigated the role of conversation within a

sociocultural framework. They believe that language production is both a

communicative act and a cognitive activity and argue that through conversational

interaction, linguistic knowledge is co-constructed by the interlocutors. Results of

pretest, posttest comparisons of their study support their claim that collaboration

and dialogic communication demonstrate an on-going learning process.

Donato (1994) looked into the relationship between collective scaffolding

and linguistic development. Using a set of data from an open-ended classroom

activity in a college intermediate-level French class, he examined how students co

construct language learning experiences in the classroom setting and how L2

development is brought about on the social plane. He discovered that learners are

"capable of providing guided support to their peers during collaborative L2
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interactions in ways analogous to expert scaffolding documented in the

developmental psychological literature" (p. 51). Furthermore, in the process of

peer scaffolding, "learners can expand their own L2 knowledge and extend the

linguistic development of their peers" (p. 52).

THE ROLE OF GROUP WORK IN L2 ACQUISITION

These studies have demonstrated that social interaction and dialogic

communication play significant roles in the learning process and development of

L2 within the sociocultural theoretical framework. In most of these studies, group

work settings provide the social milieu and cultural context required in this type of

framework.

Over several decades, research on group work has shown that small

group language activities give students more exposure to the target language

and more opportunities to practice the language naturally and realistically,

compared to traditional classroom instruction (Davidson & Worsham, 1992;

Sharan & Sharan, 1992; see also Chaudron, 1988,2001 and van Lier, 1988 for a

comprehensive discussion). In instructed L2 acquisitionlL2 teaching, group work

is a creative means of enhancing language learning through positive

collaboration and interaction between language learners. Through peer

interaction and tutoring, language learners use L1, L2, or both as the verbal

mediation and thinking tool to negotiate and communicate meaning, thereby

enhancing the learning of L2 (Brooks, et aI., 1997). Since group work provides

learners with the opportunity to use language purposefully and meaningfully,
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teachers and students find group work an enjoyable and effective

teaching/learning strategy.

Advantages and Disadvantages of Group Work

Long and Porter (1985) argue that group work increases language practice

opportunities, improves the quality of student talk, helps individualize instruction,

promotes a positive affective climate and motivates learners. Other studies found

increased responsibility in students for their own learning (Breen, 1991; Larsen

Freeman, 1986; Nunan, 1988, reported in Ant6n, 1999) as the teacher plays the

new role of facilitator. Still others describe the value of group work for L2 learners

and certainly validate the positive effects group work has on language learning and

academic achievement (see McGroarty, 1995). Unlike traditional lecture formats,

where students are passive learners and receivers of knowledge, group work

settings spur students to use prior or background knowledge and other semiotic

mediation tools to work together in the construction of knowledge as they search

for meaning (McDonell, 1992).

In a preliminary investigation of students' perceptions of group work,

Cervania (2001) found positive evidence to support the use of group work in the

classroom learning environment. This study reports that students perceived group

work to be beneficial to their language learning and favored alternative to the

traditional lecture approach. Group work provides a positive affective climate to

leam language, "a chance to break away from the old lecture routine" and

"reinforces the subject that is being discussed" (p. 126). Students also perceived
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group work to be a fun and easier way of learning, an opportunity to develop

friendship, trust, and self-confidence and to promote peer responsibility as well as

support. Furthermore, they perceived group work as a means to enhance their

social skills and promote their creativity and cognitive development. They feel

empowered and thus take more responsibility in their own learning, becoming

active participants in the learning process.

On the other hand, students had two salient complaints about the use of

group work, namely (a) lack of cooperation among group members, or social

loafing, and (b) lack of sensitivity among group members toward each other.

Hertz-Lazarowitz, Kirkus, and Miller (1992) have brought social loafing to

awareness (Harkins & Szymanski, 1989; Latane, Williams, & Harkins, 1979) to

encourage and challenge teachers to develop strategies that will maximize the

positive effects of group work through preventing social loafing. Social loafing,

such as the free-rider or the sucker effect (Kerr & Bruun, 1983), generally occurs

when the group works towards a single goal, and there is no accountability for

individual contribution. However, there is no guarantee that social loafing is

eliminated by tasks designed to identify individual efforts alone (Harkins &

Jackson, 1985). It is equally important that these tasks be challenging, appealing,

or involving for the more capable student (Brickner, Harkins, & Ostrom, 1986;

Jackson & Williams, 1985). Likewise, scaffolding activities must be simple enough

but challenging for the less capable members of the group in order to keep them

motivated in their pursuit of the goal set before them (Wood et aI., 1976). When

the less capable members of the group are less stressed avoiding frustration and
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feel that they are progressing and moving from their actual level of development to

their potential level of development in their ZPD, they will be more likely to

cooperate and participate actively in the social interaction, thereby avoiding social

loafing. At the same time, the more capable members of the group will feel

mutually rewarded and encouraged in their efforts to develop themselves and the

less capable member and, likewise, avoid social loafing. As for the second

complaint, lack of sensitivity towards group members, it can be alleviated through

enhanced cooperative learning strategies.

THE ROLE OF COOPERATIVE LEARNING

Cooperative learning is a teaching strategy in which students work together

in groups that are carefully designed to promote positive interdependence among

students as well as individual accountability (Wade, Abrami, Poulsen, &

Chambers, 1995). In a cooperative group, each member works on different but

related assignments towards a common goal (Bennett & Dunne, 1989, reported in

Cervania, 2001). Group work is any activity that involves two or more learners

without direct intervention by the instructor (Davis, 1997) and it involves

interpersonal communication, that is information sharing and negotiation of

meaning, not necessarily learning new concepts (Oxford, 1997).

Research findings on cooperative learning suggest that it is beneficial to

learners not only within the L2 area (Holt, 1993; Kessler, 1992) but outside the field

of L2 as well (Johnson, Johnson, & Holubec, 1994; Slavin, 1991). Compared to

competitive or individualistic learning experiences, Jacobs and Ward (2000) report
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that considerable evidence shows cooperative learning is associated with

increases in achievement, higher order thinking, inter-group r~lations, and a range

of affective variables, such as self-esteem and liking school (for reviews, see

Bossert, 1988-1989; Cohen, 1994; Johnson & Johnson, 1989; Slavin, 1995). In

addition, they report that students demonstrated increased and more varied use of

language when working in cooperative learning groups (Johnson & Johnson, 1999;

Webb,1989). Likewise, Oxford (1997) reports that numerous studies suggest

cooperative learning promotes intrinsic motivation and task achievement,

generates higher cognitive skills, improves attitudes toward the subject, develops

academic peer norms, heightens self-esteem, increases time on task, creates

caring and altruistic relationships and lowers anxiety and prejudice.

Although a multitude of studies of group work and cooperative learning

provide strong evidence that social interaction plays a significant role in an

individual's cognitive growth and development and dramatically enhances

students' language learning potential, no research is to be found on the role of

group projects in the field of learning and acquisition of L2 through the ZPD. This

does not imply that group project approach to learning, a curricular perspective

and group work, where a small group of students create their own language lesson

and act as teachers to their peers, is not practiced in the field of L2 teaching.

Rather, it seems this area of investigation has eluded L2 researchers' interest and

failed to be considered as curricular initiative.

Chapter 3 describes the method of investigating a "Teacher for a Day"

group project and its role in the learning and acquisition of Filipino/Tagalog
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FilipinolTagalog classroom collaborative learning groups. A brief overview of the

target language, FilipinolTagalog is provided, as well as a detailed description of

the eight small-group teaching presentations.
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CHAPTER 3

METHOD

There are eight major languages in the Philippines and one of them is

FilipinofTagalog, the national language. Another is llokano, the language of the

northern region of llocos. In Hawai'i there is a very large Filipino community where

FilipinofTagalog is the lingua franca among Filipinos who speak their own regional

language. Because of the desire to participate and be a part of this community

(and to meet the foreign language requirement of the local universities and

community colleges), many students in Hawai'i (Filipinos and non-Filipinos alike)

feel the need to learn the language. Most of these US-born Filipinos have never

been to the Philippines. Some students who are not Filipinos may have visited it

or lived there for some time for business, pleasure, or both. Others may have

relations by marriage or friendship. For whatever reason, learning FilipinofTagalog

can equip them with a key to open doors to knowledge about the Filipino culture

and/or ancestry.

Participants

Participants for this study consisted of second-semester beginning

FilipinofTagalog undergraduate students at a local community college, five male

and 12 female adults, ages between 18 and 19 years. All students were native
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speakers of English, born and raised in the United States of Filipino immigrant

parents. Although they did not speak FilipinofTagalog before taking the class, they

may have had exposure to the language at home through their parents, relatives,

and friends and through Filipino home movies and television programs. A little

over half of them had exposure at home to 1I0kano, the language (not dialect)

spoken in the northern region of the Philippines, through their parents. A brief

description of each participant is provided in Appendix A.

Setting and TeacherlResearcher Role

The setting was a second-semester (Spring semester, 1999) beginning

foreign language class in FilipinofTagalog, which met four days a week for an hour.

The student textbook was lacking in the topic, "Parts of the Body" and as teacher

of the class, I chose this topic for the student project. Before dividing the students

into groups, I asked them to list the names of people they wished and did not wish

to work with. Some of them listed the names of the people they wished to work

with; others said it did not matter to them. One female student did not wish to work

with another female student because she did not come to class regularly.

Referring to this list, I assigned them into groups of two or three, as they preferred.

Eight groups were formed (seven pairs and one group of three).

On the 7th week of classes, I gave the students details of and a written

guideline to the student project (Appendix B). The small groups had total control of

the specific contents of the lesson and the manner of presentation. (See Appendix

C for the list of lexical items introduced by the groups). A period of about three
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weeks was allotted for preparation and two days for class presentations (four

groups per day). Each presentation was for 15 minutes and students chose the

day and order of their class presentation. With students' permission, I set up a

video recorder on a tripod in the back of the classroom and recorded their

presentations. During the video recording of the class presentations, I took the

role of a complete observer. J did not interfere in any way with the class

presentations. To illustrate, the first pair of presenters erroneously translated the

Filipino/Tagalog vocabulary word, baywang into "hip" instead of the correct

translation, "waist." And students mispronounced the word baba'[chin). Instead,

they pronounced it baba', which means, ''to descend." I did not intercede to correct

the flaws. There was only one instance, however, where I took the role of

participant, and that was when Carol of Group 7 asked me to edit her L2

translation of the action song, Hokey Pokey. During the introduction to the "Animal

Farm" game, she announced to the group that I would be the scorekeeper and

referee, but I refused to be a participant in the activity. Except for Group 7, the rest

of the groups never sought any assistance from me at all. When I felt it was

necessary to record students' interactions with each other during the hands-on

activities, I acted as the cameraperson, panning the camera around the classroom.

Overview of Group Presentations

Four groups were to complete their teaching presentations on the first day

and the other four groups, the following day. The first pair of presenters took twice

as much allotted time (forcing us to stay in class for 15 minutes overtime to
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complete the four groups) while the remaining groups tried to keep it more or less

within the allotted time.

Group 1

Mary and Joseph prepared four activities, which they called "lessons." The

first lesson was an introduction of 17 lexical items using overhead transparencies.

They used translation from L2 to L1 as their teaching strategy. They provided

students with two handouts: a list of L2 vocabulary words on one column and L1

on the other column and a model of a human body that students labeled as each

lexical item was introduced. The second lesson was a "naming game" in which

each student, standing in a circle, held up a cutout body part made out of colored

construction paper and took turns naming the body parts Round-Robin style. The

objective was to assist students' internalization of the lexical items through

repetition and visual aids. The third lesson was an application activity of the lexical

items. A model of the human body was provided to the students and instead of

labeling the body parts (as one student had assumed), they drew articles of

clothing and personal paraphernalia on specific parts of the body as described

orally by the presenters. The objective was to use the lexical items meaningfully in

a situational context and evaluate students' internalization and recall of them. The

fourth lesson was not really a lesson. In fact, it was a paper and pencil word

search game intended as a homework assignment. On one column was the word

search puzzle, on the second column was a list of body parts in L1 and on the third

column was a set of blank lines for students to write out their answers in L2.

Students were to search for the L2 word and find its L1 equivalent.
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Group 2

Unlike the other seven groups, which consisted of two members each,

Group 2 is composed of three members, namely, Kyle, Martha, and Naomi. Their

first activity was an oral introduction of 12 lexical items in L2 using a poster of a

man named, Joe Aguinaldo. Unlike the first group, they did not provide any L1

translations. The second activity was the action song, Hokey Pokey, translated in

L2. The objective was to make meaning of the lexical items by connecting them

with the students' body parts through the help of the action song kinesthetically.

The final activity was a game. The presenters would alternately call out a body

part, for example, puwet [buttocks] and the students would find a partner, stand

back to back with their buttocks touching. Players need to find new partners each

time. The objective of this game was to recall the learned lexical items and have

fun in the process.

Group 3

Henry and Gabriel used flash cards in their introduction of 12 lexical items,

for example, BUHOK= HAIR. Students repeated the words after them and then

labeled the two fUll-length photo shots of Henry (front and back) on their handout.

The introduction of each lexical item was accompanied by a short description of

the corresponding body part as seen on the photos. For example, "That little line

over there, that has like hair surrounding it, is his mouth. Mouth in Tagalog is

bibig. You all say bibig."

The second activity was an aerobic type of exercise called, ''Taipo.''

Students formed rows of three, facing Henry and Gabriel. Over the exercise
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music, Gabriel would shout the instructions in L1 but using L2 for the body parts.

For example, "Raise your kamay [hand]" and the students did as were instructed.

The objective was to internalize the lexical items in a meaningful, realistic, and fun

way. At the end of the physical (and mental) exercises, students were provided a

second set of pictures (front and back) of Gabriel and they labeled the body parts

in L2 from memory.

Group 4

Suzie and Lucy gave a pretest before introducing 38 lexical items. It was a

multiple-choice type of questions in the target language. Half of the questions

asked for the L1 equivalent and the other half, the L2 equivalent of the body parts.

The objective was to find out how much students knew prior to the presentation.

For visual materials, Suzie and Lucy used three sets of drawings·-face,

torso, and lower body part--to introduce the three sets of lexical items. They also

provided mnemonic devices to facilitate the memorization and internalization of the

L2lexical items. For example, "Your chest is dibdib, 'cause that's how, that's the

sound of your heart-dib-dib, dib-dib." Then the class was divided into two groups

of three small groups (representing the three sets of lexical items). Each small

group received a set of stickers of lexical items. The first small group labeled a

poster free of assistance from anybody. After completion, they submitted it for

evaluation. Then the second group labeled the second poster and so on. In the

event that any group needed outside assistance, they would pass the poster and

stickers to the next group in line. Only after they completed the poster correctly did
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the next group work on the next poster. The first to complete the posters won the

game.

Group 5

In their presentation, Yolly and Dan used the overhead projector to

introduce their list of 30 lexical items. Each student then received a sticker to label

the body parts of their poster model, Pitpit. This activity served as a quick review

of the lexical items already learned. (Since this is the second day of presentation,

students were now more familiar with the body parts.) For the hands-on activity,

the students were divided into two groups and played a version of "Pictionary," in

which students guessed the body part their teammate drew. One point was

awarded for each correct guess.

Group 6

In their presentation, Ann and Judy also used the overhead transparencies

to introduce 25 lexical items. They personalized cartoon characters by giving them

Filipino names, e.g., Atty. Belardo, Isidro, etc. They introduced the lexical items in

complete L2 sentences, using L2 modifiers previously learned. For example, "Ito

ang buhok niya. Kulay kape ang buhok niya."[This is his hair. His hair is brown.]

"lto ang kamay at ito ang daliri. Isa, dalawa, tat/o, apat." [This is the hand and

these are the fingers. One, two, three, four.]

After the introduction, the students played Body Bingo. The presenter

alternately called out a card, for example, "0 = daliri [finger]" and the players

marked the body part on their cards. Whoever completed a straight line

(horizontal, vertical or diagonal) first won the game.
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Group 7

Carol and Vicki introduced their 16 lexical items interactively. They gave

each student a sticker of lexical items to be placed on the corresponding part on

their body. Carol then asked the first student the L2 equivalent of the lexical item

he/she got. For example, "Mary, paano rno sasabihin sa Tagalog ang butt?"

[Mary, how do you say "butt" in Tagalog?] Mary would respond in the target

language, at the same time pointing at her buttocks. Students would then repeat

the lexical item contextually, "Puwet ni Mary"[Mary's buttocks]. The next student

would be asked a similar question. His/her response would be repeated by the

class, attaching it to the first response, for example, '7uhod ni Joseph at puwet ni

Mary." [Joseph's knee and Mary's buttocks.] This question and answer routine

would continue until every student in the group had responded. Through

repetition, students' internalization of the lexical items was facilitated. With stickers

still on the students, they then formed a circle and sang a simpler L2 version of the

action song, Hokey Pokey. Finally, students were divided into three groups to play

Farm Animal Quiz game. Carol would point at Vicki's body part and the leader of

the group would make an animal sound (instead of ringing a bell or buzzer) before

the group could respond. The first to make the sound gets to respond. Animal

sounds had to be different each time. A point is given for each correct response

and a point is deducted for each incorrect response. The purpose was to

discourage unnecessary noises and horsing around.
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Group 8

Paula and Lily conducted a quick review, instead of an introduction, of 17

lexical items. They assumed that students have internalized the lexical items at

this stage. Paula put stickers on her body and as she named each part in L1, she

showed her body part to the class. In response, students shouted its L2 equivalent

in chorus. After the quick review, the students were divided into three groups for a

drawing competition. Each group was given a list of descriptions of an alien. Each

member would draw a description of its particular body part. Members of the

group were not allowed to give assistance to the person drawing. Instead, if

his/her drawing were incorrect, the next person in line would make the corrections

on the drawing and miss a turn. The object of the game was to draw the alien

according to the descriptions on their card. Then the last person in the group to

complete the alien correctly would knock on the teacher's table and shout, "ET

phone home." The group that first completed the drawing correctly won the game.

Data Collection and Analysis Procedure

The class presentations were recorded on video, the total length of which

was two hours and 12 minutes. I watched the recording in its entirety the first time

in order to take field notes. Then I watched it several times more in order to

transcribe the recording verbatim. The transcriptions were qualitatively analyzed

using "open coding" (Strauss and Corbin, 1990) to unitize the data. I also followed

Lincoln and Guba's (1985) two criteria of a unit, namely: (1) the unit must not only

reveal information relative to the study but also stimulate the researcher to see and
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recognize the "unsaid" in the particular piece of information, and (2) the smallest

piece of information must be interpretable when decontextualized. The purpose of

the analysis is to investigate the collaboration process and examine how language

learning and cognitive development occur in ''turn-by-turn'' interaction in the inter

group ZPD. The analysis focused on the role of semiotic mediation tools in L2

learning and the role of collective scaffolding on the inter-group ZPD as well as

intra-group ZPD. These semiotic tools may be in the form of a material or physical

tool, such as a computer or overhead projector. They may also be in the form of

psychological tools, (Le., a system of signs and symbols for directing and

controlling their physical and mental behavior, such as language or mnemonic

devices) or in the form of human behavior situated in social interaction.

While analyzing the transcriptions, I re-watched the recording as many

times as necessary in order to confirm the accuracy of the transcriptions and verify

the body language displayed by the speaker(s) during the dialogic interactions.

Using "open coding" by Strauss and Corbin (1990), I wrote "idea" words in the right

margin as I read and re-read the transcriptions, color-coding words, phrases and

sentences, focusing more on the processes of language learning and cognitive

development rather than the products. During these readings, I tried to identify

concepts and attributes characteristic to Vygotskian and SLA language learning

categories as well as non-Vygotskian themes and patterns, which emerged during

the analysis procedure. They were, then, subsequently summarized and

interpreted.
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At the end of the final group presentation, I provided the students with a list

of open-ended questions (Appendix 0) and asked them to evaluate themselves

honestly and comprehensively. I explained the purposes of the assignment, which

were as follows: (a) to know the positive and/or negative effects of this project on

the students and their learning of FilipinofTagalog; (b) to find out students'

perceptions regarding this alternative learning/teaching style; and (c) to find ways

of improving this project to better help students in their learning of FilipinofTagalog.

These evaluations were typed and submitted to the teacher the following day.

Student names on their comments were optional. Likewise, the written data were

qualitatively analyzed using Strauss and Corbin's open coding and Lincoln and

Guba's criteria.

A week after the presentations, students were given an unannounced

vocabulary quiz to evaluate students' short-term acquisition of the vocabulary.

Two weeks later, a different but similar unannounced quiz on the same topic was

given to the students. The purpose of these short quizzes was to evaluate

student acquisition, recall, and retention of the newly learned vocabulary words

as well as the effectiveness (or ineffectiveness) of this alternative

teaching/learning strategy. The statistical results of these posttests are reported

in Tables 1-3 in Chapter 5.

Limitations of the Study

The data were collected prior to the design of the research study. The

original purpose of the data collection was to evaluate the effectiveness of a new
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teaching/learning approach, which I experimentally used in my beginning

FilipinofTagalog class. I wanted to gather student feedback in order to improve

on this approach for teaching FilipinofTagalog vocabulary. At that time, I had no

intention of conducting a full investigation of group ZPDs. However, when J

shared this group project approach at a local language conference in Hawaii, my

colleagues encouraged me to investigate it more fully. Had I designed this as a

study of group ZPD, I would have broken the class into fewer groups, making it

possible for more members to be in each group. This would have brought out

more definitive group dynamics not experienced by the smaller groups of two or

three individuals utilized in this stUdy. In addition, the larger groups would have

maximized the effects of intra-group ZPDs than did the small groups of two or

three I established. This would have provided a much better sample of

interaction effects with multiplied scaffolding opportunities.

I could also have planned to require the students to evaluate the

effectiveness of their own presentations based on the results of their hands-on

activities as well as their written post-activities. In this way, their perceptions of

the effectiveness of the group project assignment would have been supported

and confirmed by hard evidence.

Since group project preparation was done out of class, no first-hand data

on the dialogic interactions within the groups were collected. The only

information gathered on the preparation stage was the written self-evaluations of

the group members. I could have required the students to audio-record their out

of-class group interactions. It would have been interesting to analyze their
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dialogic interactions. This would have provided a better insight into the dynamics

of the small group interactions and solid evidence to support the notion of intra

groupZPD.

Another limitation is the homogeneity of the small groups. All participants

were of Filipino background and similar in age. Furthermore, they had known

each other for nearly two semesters, except for Paula of Group 8. (Paula was

exempted from taking beginning Tagalog 101 because of her higher language

proficiency level as demonstrated by the results of her proficiency placement

test). The cultural and social differences of the groups could have influenced the

results of the study in unforeseen ways. It would be very interesting to see how

heterogeneous groups would have operated. It is my suspicion that beyond the

initial stage of heavy negotiation in meaning-making and co-construction of

knowledge, heterogeneous groups would benefit far better than homogeneous

groups since they would be much more dependent upon other group members

for establishing meaning and intersubjectivity. This would enhance extended use

of ZPDs and scaffolding utilizing many more semiotic mediation tools.

Finally, because there is a close relationship between the teacher and the

student participants, my dual role as teacher/researcher may have tainted the

results of the study. Personal bias that I may not be consciously aware of may

have crept into the investigation. However, I tried to minimize this effect through

triangulation of data. I did not rely on a single data source. In any case, the

results of this study still provide a valuable insight into the role of group projects
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and semiotic mediation tools in the learning of FilipinofTagalog vocabulary within

the ZPD.

Chapter 4 reports the results of the study and discusses the interpretation

of the data analysis. The notions of collective scaffolding by Donato (1994) and

group ZPD by Nyikos and Hashimoto (1997) are expanded into the concepts of

intra-group ZPD and inter-group ZPD. Excerpts from students' written self

evaluations and transcriptions of the dialogic interactions will provide evidence to

support these new concepts.
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CHAPTER 4

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

This chapter reports the results of the study and interpretation of the

analysis. It also develops the notions of intra-group ZPD and inter-group ZPD. a

theoretical expansion of Donato's (1994) notion of collective scaffolding and

Nyikos and Hashimoto's (1997) notion of group ZPD. Evidence will be drawn

from field observations, students' written self-evaluations, and dialogic

interactions to support this theory.

INTRA-GROUP ZPD AND INTER-GROUP ZPD

The study attempts to expand on Donato's notion of collective scaffolding

and Nyikos and Hashimoto's notion of group ZPD. Donato claims that language

learners mutually assist each other, providing guided support to their peers during

negotiation of meaning, co-construction of knowledge, and establishment of

intersubjectivity. As learners contribute their strengths to problem-solving activity,

they work together to create a collective scaffold. Meanwhile, Nyikos and

Hashimoto suggest the possibility of a group ZPD as a result of individuals working

together as a group. They posit each person has an individual ZPD within a group

an,d when they work together, each individual's zone intersects and is expanded

(or stymied), depending on various social conditions during social interaction,
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discussions, and creative problem-solving, in the zone of potential growth for the

group as a whole. Based on these assumptions, I am proposing the notions of

"intra-group ZPD' (or ZPD within the group) and "inter-group ZPD' (or ZPD

between groups).

The notion of the intra-group ZPD assumes that learners in one group are

all novices at the onset and that they have acquired some form of expertise.

Through their negotiation of meaning and co-construction of knowledge or jointly

acquired information, they assist one another and move collectively in the intra

group ZPD (or ZPD within the group). Samples of students' written self-evaluation

of the preparation stage (Protocols 1-4) will illustrate the learners' movement

towards the intra-group ZPD.

The notion of inter-group ZPD, on the other hand, assumes the existence of

two or more groups interacting collectively with other groups. At the least, there

should be two groups interacting. The more capable group, or the "expert group,"

provides scaffoldings to assist the less capable group(s), or the "novice group(s)"

to progress collectively in the inter-group ZPD (or ZPD between groups). The key

word is collectively, Le., working together as one entity, with the corporate

knowledge of each group shared by the other groups interactively. Excerpts from

the video transcriptions (Protocols A-W) will illustrate the novice groups' cognitive

growth and language development in the inter-group ZPD as well as the different

types of semiotic devices used by learners in the process of co-construction of

knowledge and meaning-making.
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Preparation Stage

To illustrate the notion of intra-group ZPD, eight small groups in the study

worked separately on the same topic, "Body Parts." During the preparation stage,

each small group met several times outside of class to plan, organize, design

meaningful activities, and create teaching/learning materials for the class final

project. At the onset of the preparation stage, all group members were assumed

novices. They negotiated meaning and co-constructed knowledge in order to

establish intersubjectivity, using L1, background knowledge, prior experiences, and

new knowledge from "expert" resources, e.g., books and more knowledgeable

individuals and negotiation of meaning between each member. When all members

reached a consensus, they moved collectively in the intra-group ZPD.

Protocol 1 below reports the social interaction between Suzie and Lucy

(Group 4) in the preparation of the group project and how they negotiated

meaning and established intersubjectivity in the intra-group ZPD.

Protocol 1

1 "My partner [Lucy] and I [Suzie] pondered on it for a while when

2 it was first assigned. We thought about how to go about

3 teaching a class the parts of the body. Right off the bat, we

4 wanted more than just a lecture. But of course, we needed to

5 decide on the words that we were going to use in our

6 presentation. It was between internal and external. We sort of

7 edged for the internal vocabulary at first because we had a

8 feeling that no other pair would be teaching such a set. We
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9 shared our past experiences in making public speeches. Later

10 on, we had "plan a" which was to do a video. We had an idea

11 as to how to do it but we lacked time to do the taping. We also

12 lacked props for this specific taping time and equipment, which

13 I wasn't sure would be available for such a time. Luckily, we

14 also had "plan b" which was to have drawings as visuals and a

15 hands-on activity. Through the time we had to work on it, we

16 got together on several occasions to work on our project. Of

17 course the good thing about it is that we pretty much see each

18 other in school to talk about our progress. We did meet once at

19 my house to actually do the objectives together, finalize other

20 plans, and distribute the work. Also, we did make phone calls.

21 We split up the work by me doing the drawings and she doing

22 the typing. Overall, we were prepared but there were some

23 negative sides about which was conflicting schedules."

Both Suzie and Lucy started off as novices. The words, "pondered" (1)

and "thought" (2) suggest the cognitive process involved in the decision-making.

They "needed to decide" (4-5) whether to focus on "internal" or "external" body

parts (6). Agreeing on the "internal" lexical items (7), and thus, reaching

intersubjectivity as well as consensus, they worked on two plans-A and B (10

and 14), using prior knowledge and previous experiences (expert) (9). This

mutual consensus suggests collective movement in the intra-group ZPD.

However, in the process of working on the plans, they encountered some
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problems in the execution of plan A (11-13). Through negotiation, they reached

intersubjectivity and consensus to work on plan B (14-15) at school (18) and at

Suzie's house (19). This evidence illustrates another collective movement in the

intra-group ZPD. They co-constructed knowledge, as they worked together on

the objectives, finalization of other plans, and division of labor between them (19

20). They "split up the work" (21-22), each taking control of her share of the

responsibility and demonstrating self-regulation. They assisted each other

through telephone communication (20), (an example of scaffolding) possibly to

check on each other's progress of the project and offer moral support and

assistance, where needed.

Although Suzie and Lucy talked about having to decide which sets of body

parts (internal or external) to teach, they did not explain where the L2 translations

came from. Since these resources were not provided for them at all by the class

instructor, they had to formulate their own resources (expert).

This small-group interaction during the preparation stage illustrates the

learning process and cognitive development within the intra-group ZPD. They

started as novices, working together, moving collectively, and reaching different

levels in the intra-group ZPD. They ended up separately, self-regulated and in

control of the learning process.

Judy (Group 6) reports in Protocol 2 below her interaction with Ann during

the preparation stage of the group project. In her report, she described how they

continually negotiated meaning and established intersubjectivity, moving together
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from one intra-group ZPD to another intra-group ZPD each time they completed

together a new variation of the Bingo card.

Protocol 2

1 When we [Ann and Judy] first started, we tried to come up with

2 a lesson plan that would be educational as well as fun. Ann

3 came up with the idea of playing the Bingo game.

4 Unfortunately, we didn't realize that it was a lot of work, but

5 when we agreed to still do it and go for it, everything started

6 flowing smoothly. We both threw in ideas that somehow

7 seemed to fit in just right with our project. Some positive

8 experiences I had while working with Ann was that she was

9 always a hard worker and that she'd be willing to take on the

10 responsibility of whatever needed to be done. Take the Body

11 Bingo cards for example, we must have spent over 2 Y2 hours

12 in the library. We rearranged the game pieces and went back

13 and forth to the Xerox machine, making different copies of the

14 cards. She was very patient and a lot of fun to work with."

Protocol 2 is another example that illustrates situated cognitive

development within the intra-group ZPD. At the start, both Ann and Judy were

novices, brainstorming ideas that would be both educational and fun (2), possibly

utilizing prior knowledge and personal experiences. Ann came up with the idea

of a Bingo game (3), which Judy agreed to, suggesting establishment of

intersubjectivity and reaching consensus. For a time, Ann played the role of the
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"expert" contributing her strengths in the preparation stage. In the construction of

the game, they co-constructed knowledge by throwing in ideas that seemed "to fit

in just right" for the project (7). They worked together for "over 2 'h hours in the

library" (11-12), patiently manipulating the game pieces to produce different

variations of Bingo cards (12-14). Each time they completed one variation they

would go and make copies of it. Every card they produced demonstrates the

product, which resulted from negotiation of meaning and co-construction of

knowledge within the intra-group ZPD. In this case, Ann and Judy moved

together continually from one intra-group ZPD to another intra-group ZPD every

time they completed together a new variation of the Bingo card. Their

performance was a collective action, not separate or individual. Again, the

students had to come up with their own resource to translate body parts into L2.

During the negotiation of meaning, when all members of the group reached

a consensus, they moved collectively in the intra-group ZPD. Each time a member

contributed towards the development of the project, he/she became the more

capable other. The "expert" and "novice" roles are flexible at this stage, shifting

from one member to another depending on member contributions (Ohta, 1995).

In the planning stage of the project development, both Groups 4 and 6

(Protocols 1 and 2) were novices that worked together toward the same goal. At

various times and levels during their interactions, they co-constructed knowledge,

negotiated meaning, reached a shared understanding and consensus, and

activated prior knowledge, suggesting the existence of a series of intra-group

ZPDs. The roles between the members were flexible and changing, shifting
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between the less capable other to the more capable individual each time new

ideas and strengths were contributed to the development of the project (Ohta,

1995). At a certain point of the development stage, each member (in protocol 1)

took control of her own share of responsibility (21-22), suggesting movement in

their individual ZPDs. The members of both groups depended completely on

each other and what resources they could muster. However, in protocol 3-(7)

below, Carol, one of the members of Group 7 sought assistance from a human

"expert" outside the group, (I.e., me, their Filipinoffagalog instructor).

Protocol 3

1 "I [Carol] came up with the idea of doing the Hokie Pokie and

2 the farm animal quiz. I presented it to my partner [Vicki] and

3 she agreed to do it. We discussed and planned out together

4 what ... was needed to accomplish the task. After doing so, we

5 divided the work load evenly. Throughout the preparation

6 process we gave feedback on each other's workings such as

7 the song or vocab choices. I also got help from the teacher on

8 the song.

In protocol 3, Carol took the role of the more capable other when she

contributed the idea of "Hokie Pokie" and farm animal quiz (1-2). Intersubjectivity

and consensus were established when Vicki agreed to her ideas (3), suggesting

collective movement in the intra-group ZPD. As they worked together on a plan,

they negotiated meaning, co-constructed knowledge (3-4), shared and divided

responsibilities, (5) and provided each other scaffolding through mutual feedback
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(6-7), enabling them to self-regulate and progress in the individual ZPD and intra

group ZPD. Although most of the time they depended on each other, at one

point Carol sought assistance from the teacher (7-8). (She asked me to edit her

L2 translation of the song.) However, she found a resource that was used to do

the initial translation. This was also an expert in their intra-group ZPD.

In Protocol 4 below Henry (Group 3) reports the negotiation of meaning

with Gabriel during the preparation stage in order to reach consensus, not

intersubjectivity, since intersubjectivity has already been established when the

topic of the group project was assigned by the instructor.

Protocol 4

1 In the beginning, my partner [Gabriel] and me [Henry] spent a

2 whole lot of time thinking what we were going to do. Because

3 we had many ideas roaming all over the place we could not

4 focus [on] an ideal idea of what we were going to do. We tried

5 different ways but ended in dead end because we thought that

6 way would not work, hence we had to start over from the

7 beginning once more."

This excerpt demonstrates Gabriel and Henry's failure to reach

consensus, not intersubjectivity (3-7). Since they were working towards one

specific goal, that is development of a group project, negotiation of meaning in

order to reach a consensus was necessary. Once consensus was achieved,

they were able to move forward in the intra-group ZPD. Since none of the

groups was given help for the specific contents of the lesson, there was always
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the need for them to consult an "expert," (Le., outside resources) fulfilling the

requirements for an intra-group ZPD.

These samples of excerpts from students' written self-evaluation of the

preparation stage suggest the learning process and cognitive development in the

intra-group ZPD. (The other groups' comments were mostly repetitive and,

therefore, were not itemized here.) During this preparation stage, at least eight

separate intra-group ZPDs existed as a result of the establishment of eight groups.

Using L1 as the primary semiotic mediation device, they collaborated in the

construction of knowledge, progressing collectively in the intra-group ZPD.

The responses also illustrate the changes in the learners, as they were

challenged to share the responsibility of learning. In order to meet this challenge,

they tapped on outside resources as well as resources from within themselves.

When learners take responsibility for their own learning, they can improve their

chances in learning by using each other as resources (Anton, 1999). Alternately

taking the role of "experts," they mutually contributed their ideas and background

knowledge that would move them forward in the individual and intra-group ZPDs.

The use of L1 as the primary semiotic device to mediate the preparation stage of

the group project approach to language learning seems to enhance and facilitate

the learning process and cognitive development because students were allowed

to interact with each other, negotiate, and create meaning in a medium that they

all comprehended.
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Presentation Stage

At the time of the presentations, all eight small groups joined to form one

big group. The small group presenting took the role of the more capable other and

the remaining seven small groups collectively took the role of the less capable

others. During the social and dialogic interactions between these groups, the more

capable group created scaffoldings, assisting each individual in the other seven

groups through the inter-group ZPD. Excerpts of the transcriptions (Protocols A

W) will illustrate the different types of semiotic devices used by learners in the

creation of scaffolding and the process of co-construction of knowledge and

meaning-making. Samples of excerpts demonstrating learner's internalization of

L2 vocabulary and self-regulation in the learning process will also be provided,

including the different roles participants take as they mature and move through the

ZPD. Finally, excerpts of the dialogic interactions will provide further evidence that

supports the notions of intra-group and inter-group ZPDs.

SEMIOTIC MEDIATION DEVICES

Analysis of the transcriptions revealed that the experts utilized various

semiotic mediation devices, either individually or collectively, in the teaching of

L2 lexical items on body parts. These devices, categorized into physical tools,

(e.g., computer and overhead projector), psychological tools, (I.e., signs or

symbols that facilitate cognition (e.g., language and mnemonic devices) and

human behavior, (e.g., language play and corrective feedback) (Donato &

McCormick, 1994) mediated the negotiation of meaning, co-construction of
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knowledge, establishment of intersubjectivity, internalization of L2 lexical items,

and cognitive development in the ZPDs between (and among) experts and

novices alike.

Analysis also revealed a high complexity of the dynamics of social

interaction within the situational context of the "Teacher for a Day" group project.

Samples of transcription excerpts demonstrate the effective use of the collective

semiotic mediation tools, scaffoldings, and social interaction within and between

the established groups.

Physical Tools

Four of the groups effectively used the overhead projector as a physical tool to

present visual images of the lexical items to the class. A laser pointer (and

sometimes a pencil or the index finger) was used to introduce clearly the lexical

items to be focused on. Human figures reproduced on poster boards, (one

female and one male), flashcards, and cutout body parts (on colored construction

paper), were also used by the groups. Two other groups used actual humans as

their models. This dependence on physical tools demonstrates a stage of

learning, where the novices were heavily object- and other-regulated. The

experts performed as transmitters of knowledge, regulated what information to

transmit was to be transmitted, as well as when and how information would be

transmitted. The collective use of these various physical tools played a critical

role in recruiting learners' interest and maintaining motivation for the students

(two of the six functions of scaffolding, p.12) in the learning of the L2 lexical items
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within their individual, intra-group, and inter-group ZPDs, facilitating

intersubjectivity and internalization of the lexical items.

To illustrate, Mary (Group 1) used her laser pointer to highlight as Joseph

introduced the body parts on the overhead projector screen, first in L2 and then

in L1. When Joseph introduced the word, kamay [hand], Mary waved "goodbye"

with her hand and pointed at the overhead screen with her laser pointer as she

echoed him. This is a clear example of collective use of semiotic devices, such as

physical tools, I.e., overhead projector (inclUding overhead transparencies) and

laser pointer and psychological tools, I.e., verbal language, L1 and L2 and

nonverbal language, a hand gesture, waiving goodbye.

An additional example of collective use of semiotic devices is illustrated in

the following excerpt, where a student asked Mary a question and her response

was not only to that person but also to the whole group.

Protocol A

A1 M: Fingers? Daliri!

Moving the fingers of her left hand and pointing at the screen with her laser

pointer, she repeats:

A2 Daliri! Your fingers!

Here, Mary used L1, L2, hand gestures, and visual information collectively

to assist not only the student who asked the question but also the rest of the group

in the establishment of intersubjectivity. The collective use of these semiotic

devices simplified the task and facilitated comprehension and internalization of the
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lexical item (scaffolding function #2) as well as control the frustration that may

arise in the learning process (scaffolding function #5).

This same dialogic interaction, Mary used confirmation checks (A1) (one of

the six communicative strategies) in her response to the student and the collective

group (A2), which provided each member of the larger group an opportunity to

move on individually in their own ZPD and collectively as one entity in the inter

group ZPD.

Psychological Tools

In conjunction with physical tools, experts utilized language and mnemonic

devices, the two most common psychological tools employed in the scaffoldings.

Experts and novices negotiated meaning, co-constructed knowledge, and

established intersubjectivity using both verbal communication, such as L1, L2, or

both and nonverbal communication, such as gestures, eye contact, and/or any

other forms of body language.

Language

Verbal Language

L1 verbal directives. In L2 language classrooms, L1 is the most

common semiotic mediation device used when giving verbal instructions to L2

learners because it is efficient and comprehensible, especially to beginning L2

language learners. Verbal directives are usually unidirectional and expanded

speech, as demonstrated in Protocol 81- 17 below. Utterances can be in the

forms of an imperative (86, 7) a request (83,4) or a descriptive narrative (812-16).
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The goal, however, stays the same, that is, to give instructions. This evidence

supports Wertsch's (1991) claim that "Directives need not be in the syntactic form

of an imperative; in many instances they will be in interrogative or even declarative

form. Their general function is to regulate students' mental processes (such as

thinking or attention) in ways that are appropriate for the sociocultural setting of the

classroom. The general reason for using so many of them is to provide a

foundation of regulative utterances that can be mastered and internalized by the

students themselves" (p.112).

All the groups, except for Group 7, used L1 in their verbal directives.

Protocol 8 below demonstrates elaborated L1 instructions to a game given by

Mary and Joseph (Group 1) in order to establish intersubjectivity within as short

period as possible. Notice how they worked together as one entity. Instead of

having one person give the instructions in full, they completed each other's

statements in tandem (83 and 4; 11 and 12), adding new information to the other's

statements (84 and 6, 15 and16). All of this action suggests collective movement

within the inter-group ZPD as well as intra-group ZPD.

Protocol B

81 J:

82

83

84 M:

OK. Maglalara taya. [We'll play.]

And this is a game to familiarize you with the body parts.

And I'd have to ask you guys to stand up and kinda...

(M cut J off and took over)

Kinda come up to the front of the class (J and M gestured with their

hands for the class to form a semi-circle)
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811

810

85 H:

812: J:

88 J:

86 J:

87: M:

89 M:

Yes!!! (emphatically and excitedly)

And form a little, a little circle thingy.

Pwede paki ta...(false start) Tumayo kayo at [Stand up and] come

gather in front of the class.

In front of the table (correcting M)

(Students (Ss) pushed tables to the sides to create space in the

middle of the classroom.)

OK. This is just to let you, you got, you know, you have your visual

up there so we're gonna give you more of a hands-on thing.

We're just gonna playa game.

When we drew ... (false start), we drew each part of.. .. (M giggled)

OK. We drew each part of the body part and all of you guys are

gonna have one.

813 And we'll start from the first person on the right.

814 That person must name all the body parts you hold.

815 And after that person names all the body parts, you guys are gonna

switch parts and then you guys, the next one will name it again until

everyone has done it.

816 M: The answer is on the back also, if you guys need help.

817 But as we go along you will learn it better.

L2 verbal directives. Protocol C below, on the other hand,

demonstrates Group 7's use of L2 in verbal directives with modifications. Vicki

gave a detailed L2 instruction to the group (C1-5) on what to do with the stickers
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Ngayon, maituturo ko sa inyo ang mga bahagi ng katawan.

[Today, I will be able to teach you parts of the body.]

May isang sticker ang handout para sa katawan at para sa Hokey

Pokey. [The handout has one sticker for the body and for the

Hokey Pokey.]

lIagay mo ang sticker sa tamang katawan.

[Place the sticker on the correct body (part)].

Halimbawa, ang stickers ay may salitang "katawan."

[For example, the sticker has the word "body."]

Ididikit mo ang sticker sa katawan.

[Stick the stickers on the "body."]

IIagay mo ang sticker sa parte ng katawan mo. (gestures)

[Place the sticker on the part of your body.]

C:

C4

of L2 words given out to them. Carol summarized the key points and simplified

the linguistic structure by substituting a less familiar vocabulary, ''ididikit"[will

stick] (C5) with a more familiar lexicon, "ilagay"[place] (C6). She also used

gestures as an additional semiotic device to assist the learners in the inter-group

ZPD and facilitate establishment of intersubjectivity in a shorter period. Frorn

time to time, Carol injected L1 translation after delivering (or reading) the

directives in L2 (Protocol D below).

Protocol C

C1 V:

C2

C6

C5

C3
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Protocol 0

01 c:

02

03 C:

04

05 C:

06 Ss:

07 C:

08

09

010

Ang unang gawin natin, ako at si Vicki ang mangunguna sa

kantang gagawin nating lahat. [The first thing we'll do, I and Vicki

will lead the song we are all doing.]

Sabi kO,[1 said] we will sing first.

Ang unang grupo ang makasagot ng 5 puntos ay ang manana/o.

[The first group to get 5 points is the winner.]

That means the first one that gets 5 right.

Mag-uumpisa tayo sa, (self-repairs) kay Mary at tapos gawin n'yo

kung anong parteng istiker na nakadikit sa inyo.

[We'll start with Mary and then you do the body part on the sticker

placed on you.]

Ano? [What?]

Sabi ko, [I said] we'll start with Mary.

You still have your stickers on?

(Some students (Ss) left their stickers on their seats and so they

had to go back and retrieve them)

We'll go around. We'll go around and you'll have to say, like PAA!

(said enthusiastically) when your part is on.

You gonna say your part. yeah? so that everyone can know it.
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Private Speech. When learners find themselves in difficult situations

and no one is around to provide assistance, they may engage in internal dialog,

which may resurface as private speech. They talk, think, and act through the

problem at hand in search for a solution. Protocol E below provides evidence of

inner speech resur1acing as private speech in Kyle, one of the novices from the

"novice group" and in Mary, one of the experts of the "expert group" (Group 1).

Protocol E

E1 M: OK. Number 5. May isang sapatos siya sa kanyang kaliwang paa.

[He has a shoe on his left foot.]

E2 Y: What? (rising intonation)

E3 M: Sapatos sa kanyang kaliwang paa. [Shoe on his left foot]

E4 K: Man! How in the world am I gonna draw this?

(Ss laugh)

Kyle's comment (E4) suggests that he was having difficulty draWing the

next description and this difficult situation had forced his inner speech to

resur1ace as private speech in his search to find solutions to his problem. It is

clear that his comment was not addressed to anyone in the group, and it was not

intended as a request for help. "How in the world am I gonna draw this?" seems

to be directed to himself, an appeal (to himself) to find a solution to the present

problem (Schinke-Llano, 1993).

E5 M: OK , number 3. May isang hikaw... may... may isang bilog...

[There is an earring... there is... there is a round...]
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E6 Wait. .. May isang hikaw na bilog sa kanyang kanang tay... tenga.

[There is a round earring on his right eaL]

E7 So .. hikaw na biJog... hikaw na biJog sa kanyang kanang tenga...

[round earring.... round earring on his right ear]

E8 So...hikaw na biJog sa kanang tenga...[round earring on the right

ear]

E5-8 seems to be a monolog by the expert, Mary. However, on closer

investigation, Mary seems to be engaged in an internal dialog with her inner

voice. In Bakhtin's notion of dialogicality in his approach to meaning, he

describes utterances as inherently associated with at least two voices (Wertsch,

1991). Mary's request for some time, ''Wait'' (E6) was not addressed to anybody

in the group, since nobody was telling her to hurry up. It was inner speech that

resurfaced as private speech.

E5, 6 and 8 demonstrate the cognitive process occurring within Mary, as

she self-regulates and decides on the word order to use (E5-6), the noun "hikaw"

[earring] before the adjective "bilog" [round] or vice-versa. (In the Filipino

language structure, modifiers may either precede or follow the modified word.)

She also pondered whether to pronounce "tainga" [ear] as "taynga" or "tenga,"

(regional pronunciations and orthographic variations of the lexical item). Finally,

she opted for the colloquial "tenga" (E8). What this excerpt demonstrates is

Mary's internal dialoguing with herself in order to find solutions to her linguistic

dilemma. She used private speech to regain control of the task and solve her

problem (Schinke-Llano, 1993).
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Nonverbal Language

Protocol F below demonstrates the use of gestures by Henry and Mary (the

experts) in providing scaffolding to Vicki (the novice) within her ZPD:

Protocol F

V:F1 Saba [chin], ilong [nose], baywang [waist], tyan [stomach]. 51....

siko! [elbow], labi [lip]. likod [back] ....

(Henry puts the "knee" over his own knee and swings his leg forward and

backward. Mary puckers her lips to form the syllable "tu-.')

F2

F3

V: Tuhod! [Knee!]

Kamay [hand], dalirl [finger].

Henry, a member of the "novice group" but now assuming the role of

expert in this particular dialogic interaction, and Mary. a member of the "expert

group" provided Vicki, another member of the "novice group" with scaffolding,

using body language and visual materials collectively. Henry's putting the "knee"

over his knee and swinging it and Mary's puckering her lips to form the syllable

''tu-'' assisted Vicki to recall the lexical item, "tuhod" (F2). These two semiotic

devices have triggered and activated Vicki's memory. This evidence suggests

that semiotic devices are effective mediation tools in the vocabulary recall

process and that social interaction mediates and facilitates it. Furthermore. the

evidence suggests a role reversal on Henry's part occurred when he contributed

his strengths to help Vicki. His novice role shifted to that of an expert, supporting

Ohta's (1995) claim that roles of novice and expert are flUid and changing. It is

also evident from the dialogic interaction that internalization and self-regulation
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on Vicki's part occurred when she recalled the remaining lexical items without

any assistance from the experts (F3).

Mnemonic Devices

The other most common semiotic mediation tool utilized in the group

learning of L2 lexical items was mnemonic devices. Mnemonic devices were the

tools used by the group experts in aiding the learners' memory in the recall or

memorization process of the L2 lexical items within the inter-group ZPD,

Recall Process

Daliri [finger], uhm, iJong [nose], mata [eye], tyan [stomach], uhm,

labi [lip], tenga [ear]....

Baywatch (giving a clue)

Baywang [waist], dibdib [chest], tuhod [knee], liked [back]...

J:

K:

G2

G3

Group 1 minimally employed mnemonics in their presentation, using only

two clues: "Baywatch" and "bawang" [garlic], in order to facilitate the recall of the

vocabulary, "baywang" [waist] (Protocol G2-3 below). While Joseph's use of the

mnemonic device, "Baywatch" (G2) worked for Kyle, allowing him to connect it to

the lexical item, "baywang"[waist] (G3), the same mnemonic device used by

Mary failed in Henry's case (GS-6).

Protocol G

Kyle:

G1 K:

Henry:

G4 H: Mata [eye], dibdib [chest], liked [back], paa [foot], uhm...puwet

[buttocks] and...
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G5 M: Baywatch (giving a mnemonic device)

G6 H: Bay•.• bay...

G7 Y: Bawang (giving a mnemonic device)

G8 H: Bawang!

(5s laugh)

G9 J: Baywang

]G10 G: Baywang

G11 M: Bawang is garlic.

There are two possible reasons why Mary's use of the same mnemonic

device that Joseph used to help Kyle (G2) failed to assist Henry in his ZPD (G5).

It is possible that Henry has not yet completely internalized the lexical item,

because he could recall only the first part of the word (G6). It is also possible

that he never internalized the word at all and that he was simply making an

intelligent guess. ('Watch" is an English word and could not possibly be the L2

word he wanted.)

Yolly (a novice who has taken the role of expert) offered another

mnemonic device, "bawang" [garlic] to help Henry recall the second half of the

lexical item (G7). Unfortunately, Henry did not recognize it as a mnemonic

device. He interpreted it as the body part and so repeated the word, resulting in

students' laughter, another form of feedback (see Laughter and Humor, p. 83).

The student's laughter sent Henry a message that something was wrong with his

response. Clearly, Henry had no idea what the L2 word was.
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Joseph and Gabriel gave a collective corrective feedback response (G9

10), suggesting that they shared the same level of ZPD with this particular lexical

item. However, Henry did not repeat it, possibly because he got confused with

"too many" corrective feedback responses given simultaneously by "too many"

experts, and so he failed to make connections between the mnemonic devices

and the target lexical item.

The two mnemonic devices might have confused (and embarrassed)

Henry rather than mediate his L2 learning process. This evidence suggests that

mnemonic devices can be a "double-edged sword." They can be effective

semiotic devices when the learner has internalization of the lexical item. On the

other hand, mnemonic devices can confuse the learner when he/she has not yet

internalized the word or has only partial internalization, as demonstrated by

Henry. One cannot recall from memory that which is not yet internalized and

well-established in one's mind.

Memorization Process

Group 4 successfully used mnemonics as their main teaching strategy and

scaffolding in the memorization of lexical items (Protocol H). The different

mnemonic devices Suzie and Lucy used were identified, categorized, and

illustrated below:

Protocol H

1. Gestures

Hl L: Ang susunod sa mukha [Next to face] is your noo [forehead].
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(Points at the forehead in the drawing S is holding, then gestures to S to

continue.)

H2 S: OK. And in our presentation we're gonna like try to incorporate

different ways so like looking at it, repetition, and mnemonic

devices.

H3 So to remember noo [forehead] is the fact that you can nod your

head. (nods her head)

H4 Ano ito? [What is this?] (pointing at her own forehead)

H5 Ss: Noo. [Forehead].

2. Gestures with lIokano (L3)

H6 S: Ok the next one is the pisngi and pisngi sa Ingles is (looks at Lucy)

H7 L: Your cheeks. And you learn that by pinching your cheeks.

(pinches her own cheeks)

H8 S: Or for you, 1I0kanos, you know pis-it, (Ss laugh) your cheeks.

H9 So, pisngi (pinches her cheeks).

Lucy used a "nodding" gesture (H3) to help the novices remember, '1'100"

[forehead], while Suzie used a Philippine northern regional language, 1I0kano

(L3), "pis-it," in conjunction with a "pinching" gesture (H8-9), a device that

assisted 1I0kanos in their internalization of the vocabulary in the inter-group ZPD.

3. lIokano (L3)

H10 L: Your diJa or your tongue (pointing at the drawing)

H11 S: I guess for lIokanos, biI-bat.
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(Ss laughed and then a small group had a little conversation among themselves

about the word.)

H12 Dila or your tongue.

Besides using "okano as a mnemonic device (H11), in this segment Lucy

and Suzie employed collective semiotic mediation devices--L1, L2, visual

information (H10) and repetition (H12) in assisting the learners in the inter-group

ZPD.

4. English (L1)

H13 L: And you have your pulso, your wrist, for your pulse.

H14 And that's how you remember that one-pulse, pulso.

5. Orthography

H15: L: Susunod ay bibig. [Next is mouth.]

H16 ; On your bibig [mouth] you have your labi [lips].

H17 L for your lips.

H18 L: And your baywang or your waist.

H19 "W" for your waist.

H20 So you don't get mixed up, this one has it. It's the waist.

H21: This one doesn't have it, so it's the hip. (pointing at the drawing)

6. Orthography with Body Part Pattern

H22 S: Next you have the mata [eye].

H23 And you can memorize this because it has two A's, you have two

eyes.
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7. Shape Pattern

H24 s:

H25

Ok. Ito ang ilong ninyo. [This is your nose.]

You memorize this by saying, "Your nose is i-long."

(Gesturing a long nose)

(Ss laugh)

H26 S: And your neck in Tagalog is leeg 'cause it looks like one leg.

(Ss laugh).

8. Sound Pattern

H27 S: And your chest is dibdib, 'cause that's how, that's the, that's the sound

of your heart, dibdib, dibdib.

(Ss laugh).

9. Location

H28 S: Ok and the last one in this picture is your baM' [below]

H29 Your Mba' ] (self-repairs)

H30 L: Your chin (touching her chin)

H31 S: And you remember it by remembering that your Mba' sa baba' ng

mukha ninyo. [chin below your face] OK?

10. Social/Cultural Orientation

H32 L:

H33 S:

.. , at ngipin [and teeth] (points at the drawing)

Filipino movies you have "ngi!

(Ss laugh)

H34 Ss: "Ngif" "Ngif"
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11. Homonyms

H35 S: OK. Lastly we have your likod .

(Ss laughed in reaction to the drawing.)

H36 On your likod [back] you have your puwet [buttocks] and you can

memorize this 'cause your puwet can get wet.

(Ss laugh)

These are just a few examples of transcription excerpts illustrating Lucy

and Suzie's use of different types of mnemonic devices in scaffoldings that

facilitate learners' memorization and internalization of the L2 lexical items in their

inter-group ZPDs. At this stage, the experts were transmitters of knowledge and

had control of the learning process. Though there was no occurrence of any

negotiation of meaning, suggesting that the use of mnemonic devices in the

scaffoldings was effective in reaching intersubjectivity, at one point in the

introduction phase, a student's misinformation was corrected when "kilikili"

[armpit] was introduced (H37 below).

H37 S:

H38 G:

H39 S:

H40 G:

And your underarm is kilikili.

Really? (in disbelief)

Yeah!

I thought it was Hawaiian. [Seems mixed up with Likelike Highway]

(Ss laugh.)

Communication Strategies

Establishment of intersubjectivily is essential in the ZPD. When

intersubjectivity is not reached by the interlocutors, it is necessary for them to
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continue the negotiation of meaning until they reached intersubjectivity and move

forward in their individual, intra-group or inter-group ZPDs. Communication

strategies, such as clarification requests, comprehension checks, confirmation

checks,'repair, repetition, and expansion (Chaudron, 1988) are commonly

employed in the negotiation. Excerpts from the transcriptions provided below

show evidence that experts and novices use L1, L2, or both, in conjunction with

other semiotic mediation tools in their negotiation of meaning and establishment

of intersubjectivity.

Clarification Requests and Confirmation Checks

This next dialogic interaction (Protocol I) between Mary and Yolly was

conducted entirely in L2, suggesting Yolly's L2 development and her progress in

the individual and inter-group ZPDs.

Protocol I

11 M: Ano? [What?]

12 Y: Nasaan ang labi? [Where are the lips?]

13 M: Lab/? [Lips?]

14 Y: 00. [Yes.]

15 M: Saan? [Where?] (walks over to the student)

16 /long, labi, baba [nose, lips, chin] (pointing their location on the

student's worksheet)

In the negotiation of meaning, both Mary and Yolly employed

communication strategies in L2, such as clarification requests (11 and 12) and
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confirmation checks (/3 and IS). Mary a/so used visual graphics (16) to facilitate L2

comprehension. By assisting Yolly in her ZPD, Mary kept her motivated and

focused on the goal (scaffolding function #3), which is to internalize L2 lexical

items of body parts.

Excerpt /7-10 below illustrates how intersubjectivity was facilitated by Carol

when she employed confirmation check, an effective communication strategy, in

her negotiation of meaning with Yolly, regarding the rules of the game, Pictionary.

17

18

19

Y:

C:

Y:

What you'll do is we're gonna give you a piece of paper and you'll

have to draw that item which is, that's the body part.

On the board?

On the board.

110 Whoever guesses what, what body part is that, will have points.

Comprehension Checks

Protocol J below illustrates the use of comprehension checks by Kyle and

Mary (J2, 4, and 6) as they negotiated meaning with Suzie and Lucy (Group 4)

with regards to the rules of the game, in order to reach intersubjectivity and move

on to the next level of inter-group ZPD.

Protocol J

J1 S: Try to do it on your own and then...

J2 K: Pass it to the next?

J3 S: Yeah, then pass it to the next team and then they work on it.

J4 M: All of them? (pointing to the pictures faced down on the table)

J5 L: Yeah, all of them.
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J6

J7

M:

L:

All by the first team?

No.

Repair

Repair, another communication strategy, was used by the experts, Mary

and Joseph, during the introduction phase of the presentation. Reactions to the

expert's mistake functioned as a semiotic tool, prompting the expert to self-repair

(Protocol K below). These dialogic interactions demonstrate that learners can

learn from each other, and that the roles of expert and novice are reversible,

depending on who contributes to help the group in the learning process.

Protocol K

K1 J: OK. Ito ang kamay. [This is the hand.)

K2 M: Ooy...(reacts to J's mistake.)

(Ss laugh)

K3 J: Sorry! Sorry! (then consults his notes)

K4 J: OK, ito ang paa -- your foot.

(M points at the body part on the screen with the laser pointer)

Mary and Joseph are the "expert group" and in the introduction of the first

L2 lexical items, Joseph mislabeled "paa" [foot) as "kamay" [hand) (K1). Mary's

quick reaction acted as a semiotic device prompting Joseph to check his notes

(expert) and self-repair (K4). Joseph, in this particular situation, shifted his role

from expert to novice. After his self-repair, he shifted back to his expert role.

Gabriel, the expert in the dialogic interaction below, likewise made a

mistake as he presented the L2 lexical items. In response to his request for
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K5 G:

students to repeat after him, they responded in silence (K7 below). This "silent"

feedback and Ann's quiet response, "It's not his legs" prompted Gabriel to self

repair immediately. At this moment, a reversal of roles from expert to novice and

back to expert occurred in the inter-group ZPD.

These two little skinny thing at the bottom is his legs.

(5s laugh)

K6 Leg in Tagalog is "paa."

K7 Will you all say, paa?

(5s did not repeat after him.)

K8 A:

Kg G:

It's not his legs.

No! Foot! Foot! Foot! Yeah, foot! (self-repairs)

K20 Will you all say, "paa"?

K21 5s: Paa. [Foot.]

Self-Repetition and Other-Repetition

Another communication strategy observed in the dialogic interactions

during a hands-on group activity was the use of self-repetition and other

repetition in the negotiation of meaning and establishment of intersubjectivity. To

set the scene, the experts, Gabriel and Henry (of Group 3) asked the group to

stand in rows of three. The verbal directive, which was conducted entirely in L1,

lasted about a minute and a half. In the negotiation of meaning, gestures were

also employed (L3, 5, 21,22, 23, and 24) in conjunction with confirmation checks

(L11 and 13). The use of self-repetition was observed in (L4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 15, 20,

23, and 25) and allo-repetition (Le., repeating what others say) (DiCamilia &
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Anton, 1997) was demonstrated in (L8, 17, 18, 19, 22, and 26), documented here

in bold type. After a period of negotiation, the interlocutors finally reached

intersubjectivity (L27) and they all were able to move on with the activity,

suggesting progression in the inter-group ZPD.

Protocol L

L1 G:

L2 H:

L3 G:

L4

L5 H:

L6

L7 G:

L8 H:

L9 G:

L10

L11 M:

L12 G:

L13 M:

L14 G:

OK. (turns to H to discuss the next activity)

So, uhm, we'll have some fun right now, so..

We'll do a little exercise so we'll ask you guys to stand up and

move back.

(Gestures with his hands to move desks backward.)

Carry it though. Carry it.

(Goes over to help lift desks to avoid screeching noises)

You guys form a row. (Gestures with his hands)

Four rows. Four in a row, whatever, facing us.

Four in each row.

Four in each row. Four in each row.

Ah, actually... three.

Three in each row. Three in each row.

(Changes the number, space not enough for 4 in each row.)

Three rows or three in each row? (requests confirmation)

Three in each row.

Four rows of three people?

Yeah!
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L15 M: We need one more. We need one more.

(A female student (FS) walks to the front to complete the row.)

L16 Four rows, three people.

L17 Ss: Three people...

L18 G: Three people in each row.

L19 M: Three people in a row.

L20 G: Ok. Spread out. Spread out.

L21 Go back.

(Gesturing to move backwards and not crowd in front)

L22 OK. Three people in each row. (Putting up 3 fingers).

L23 So, 1,2,3. 1,2,3.

(Counting Ss with his fingers from L to R)

L24 FS / No! No! (to the FS who walked up to form a 4th row.)
MS:

(A male student (MS) gestures FS to go back)

L25 G:

L26 M:

L27 H:

Expansion

Three people in each row.

Three people in each row.

There we go.

Chaudron (1988) defines expansion, another communication strategy, as

"a partial or full repetition which modifies some portion of a previous string of

speech by adding syntactic or semantic information" (p.45). Protocol M below

demonstrates the use of this strategy when intersubjectivity was not reached
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during an information-gap type of activity between the "group expert" (Mary and

Joseph) and the members of the "novice group" (Ann and Kyle). The task was to

draw an earring on the right ear. However, intersubjectivily was not reached

when Ann had a comprehension problem with the modifier, "kanan' [right] (M1

below).

Protocol M

M1 A: Kanan? [Right?]

M2 J: Kanang tenga!J [Right earl]

M3 M: Kanang tenga!

M4 K: Kanang?

M5 J: Kanang!

The lexical item in question had previously been introduced in previous

classroom group activities; thus, the experts assumed students' comprehension

of this word. Consequently, when Ann repeated the word, implying it was a new

vocabulary for her, (Protocol M1 above), instead of giving her the L1 translation,

Mary and Joseph interpreted her query as a confirmation check and repeated the

phrase where the word in question appeared.

Meanwhile, Kyle seems confused between "kanan"and "kanang." He

may have assumed that they were two different lexical items. When he repeated

the word (M4), he too was implying his lack of understanding of the word, but

once again, Mary and Joseph interpreted it as a confirmation check, and

repeated the word emphatically (M5). Mary may have read Ann's and Kyle's
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body language, suggesting frustration (which unfortunately was not caught by the

video camera) and so offered an explanation (M6 below).

M6 M: We are not teaching directions. We are teaching body parts. You

should know kanan [right) and kaliwa [left], di ba? [isn't it]

M7 Ss: Ooooh! Ooooh! Ooooh!

M8 J: Teka, teka, teka. [Wait, wait, wait.]

(attempting to stop students' reaction)

Mary's use of the phrase "you should know" suggests criticism and

faultfinding, and students' reacted to it, which lasted for four seconds (M7).

Joseph was quick enough to cut it short (M8). This interaction demonstrates how

semiotic mediation tools mediate human action. Mary reacted to the novices'

sense of frustration with a criticism, "you should know kanan and kaliwa." The

students reacted to her criticism with a repeated howl (M7). Joseph responded

to their howling with a repeated "teka, teka, teka," (M8) in an attempt to control

the situation and possible emotion that was brewing as a result of Mary's

criticism.

It appears Mary and Joseph intentionally avoided providing a direct L1

translation to Ann and Kyle because they expected that this lexical term, which

they knew had been previously learned and practiced in and out of class, should

have been internalized by now. This demonstrates that confusion can result

when members in a small group have completed action within their group (intra

group ZPD) and have assumed that this learning has, likewise, occurred within

the larger group of groups (inter-group ZPD). There is no clear evidence from
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this interaction that intersubjectivity was ever reached. Since students knew the

part of the body, '1enga"[ear] they may have realized they had a 50-50 chance of

drawing the earring on the correct ear and so decided not to press the issue any

further.

Human Behavior

In addition to physical tools and psychological tools, human behavior is

another semiotic mediation device that mediates L2 learning in the ZPD.

Excerpts from the video transcriptions will demonstrate how, in a collaborative

learning context, human behavior, such as language play, kinesis, corrective

feedback, laughter, and mimicry contribute to the facilitation of L2 learning and

cognitive development in the individual, intra-group, and inter-group ZPDs.

Language Play

One of the semiotic tools utilized by Mary and Joseph (Group 1) as a form

of scaffolding in the learning and internalization of L2 lexical items was a set of

cutout body parts made out of colored construction paper. These materials were

used in the "Naming Game," where each student named all the parts held by the

students. At the end of each round, students exchanged their "body part" with a

new one and the naming game continued. The activity allowed the students to get

out of their seats and stretch their legs, causing a positive change in their

demeanor. They seem to enjoy the opportunity to be able to move around the

classroom, instead of being confined to one place (or in the same position). The
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students' freedom of movement gave them opportunity to be creative with the

cutout body parts they each received on every round of the game.

To demonstrate, as soon as the students got a "body part," they became

like little children, "horsing around" the classroom with it. For example, Henry

exclaimed, "Oh, no!" when he got the "chest," but immediately said excitedly, "Oh,

yeah! Oh, yeah!" and putting the body part next to his chest said, "Susof"[breast]-

a word he obviously already knew. Paula got the "hand" and slapped her face with

it. Then she walked over to Henry, stroked his "chest" with the "hand," and then

slapped another student's "buttocks." No sooner had Mary calmed everybody

down in order to start with the activity than Paula raised her "hand" and said, "I

have a question." This incited the students to laugh.

To unsuspecting passers-by (and administrators), this "rowdiness" does not

belong to language classrooms and is simply a waste of valuable educational time.

However, on closer investigation, they may discover that students are not only

stretching and exercising their imagination but also internaliZing the lexical items

through language play. Learners' interactive, meaningful, and playful behavior

functions as a semiotic device, mediating and facilitating the L2 learning process in

the individual, intra-group, and inter-group ZPDs. The L2 vocabulary words they

saw written on paper and heard pronounced during the introduction stage now

started to take on meaning. Through meaningful language play, they were able to

connect the L1 lexical items (verbal and written) to the L2 oral and written words to

the cutout body parts and finally to their own natural, physical body parts. What is

occurring is not only verbal internalization of L2, but visual and kinetic
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internalization as well through social interaction and language play within a social

context. They were moving forward towards inter-group ZPD. This enhanced

learning was a direct result of the group activity, since moving away from the

traditional classroom gave students permission to move around, be playful, and

quickly internalize the lexical items as well.

Paula's continued playfulness enabled her to share her cultural and

historical knowledge about Philippine politics. For example, her playful mimicry

of a political rally by raising her "fingers" up and down and shouting, "Cory! Cory!

Marcos!" increased students' awareness of social, cultural, and political practices

in the Philippines, when they caught on to the meaning of her behavior. Her

playful but meaningful demonstration and association of the "finger" with political

rallies in the Philippines illustrates how students, learning a foreign language, can

also be exposed to social, cultural, and even political information through

spontaneous social interaction. As demonstrated here, social interaction and

situational context have brought to surface previous background knowledge and

provided opportunity for sharing this information with other learners through this

language play activity. This evidence supports Vygotsky's claim that learning

occurs in a social milieu and situational context mediates learning. It also

suggests language play functions as a strong semiotic device, mediating and

facilitating L2 learning as well as L2 related sociocultural and historical

information.
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Change in Classroom Structure

The change in the classroom setting from the traditional teacher-fronted

classroom to the unconventional informal setting may have triggered this playful

change in students' behavior. Earlier, the students were seated behind their desks

and the experts stood in front of the classroom, facing the students and playing the

role of transmitter of knowledge, suggesting power, authority, and superiority.

Now, students stood side by side at eye level with the experts, whose role shifted

from transmitter of knowledge to peer/participant, suggesting social equality.

Previously, students' desks presented a physical barrier between the "experts" and

the "novices." Now, that barrier has been removed allowing students more

freedom of movement. The gap that earlier existed between the two groups has

been bridged and the power between the experts and novices has been balanced.

The friendly classroom setting and atmosphere, the opportunity for spontaneous

social interactions, and the innovative and interactive learning/teaching format is

likely to have been responsible for students' enthusiasm to participate in the

learning process because learning was in a social context coupled with fun

(Cervania, 2001), as opposed to the more traditional teacher-fronted and

sometimes "boring" lectures.

Lingua-Kinesis

Another semiotic device that facilitated students' internalization of L2

lexical items used by the experts, Gabriel and Henry (Group 3) in the scaffolding

activity is the kinesis in language learning, or lingua-kinesis (own coinage).

Lingua-kinesis is language use in relation to motion. In this activity, students
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listened to verbal instructions and acted on them, a variation of the Total Physical

Response (TPR) method, where the commands were situated in music and

within a realistic, meaningful social context, an aerobic exercise, called "TAIPO."

Protocol N below demonstrates how Gabriel and Henry's use of this type

of learning activity assisted the learners and facilitated their learning and

internalization of L2 lexical items on body parts in the inter-group ZPD. As has

been the practice in the group L2 application activities, L2 body parts vocabulary

were used meaningfully in situational contexts and remained in the L2 (N5, 6, 9,

11, 16, 18, 20, 22, 23). It also demonstrates how humor and laughter created an

affective climate that helped reduce stress (scaffolding function # 5) and kept the

learners motivated and focused in the task (scaffolding function #3).

Protocol N

N1 G: XXX exercise. Handa na ba kayo? [Are you ready?]

(No response from the Ss).

N2 In other words, are you ready?

N3 Ss: Opo.[Yes.]

N4 H: We'll do... breathe... breathing exercise XXX.

N5 G: First of all, I'd like you all to pitik [flick] your tengas [ears] to release

all the bad stuff.

(Ss laughed)

N6 I'd like each daliri [finger] to close one nostril on your /long [nose]

and release all the bad stuff out.

(Ss laughed)
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N7 J: Sipon! Sipon! (Cold! Cold!]

(5s laughed)

N8 G: Itaas rno ang " .(Raise your...] (forgets the word)

N9 H: Kamay. [Hand]

N1Q G: Kamay ninyo. (Your hands.]

(5s raised their hands over their heads slowly, imitating the leaders.

(5s laughed)

N11 Close your matas. (eyes]

(as 5s put their hands down, palms together over their chests)

N12 G: Are you ready?

N13 5s: Opo.

N14 H: Oh, yeah! (expressing satisfaction)

N15 G: This thing is called Taipo!

(Kyle echoed, "Taipo" and 5s laughed)

(G turned on the music)

N16 G:

N17 G:

N18

N19 H:

Ok with your paas (feet] move kaliwa (left] and kanan.(right]

(5s step to the L and to the R laughing)

With your kamays (hands] XXXX

(5s laughed, stepping side to side while clapping)

With your dibdib [chest] or your susos [breasts] (5s laughed)

Sa labas,(out] sa loob (in], sa labas, sa loob, sa labas, sa loob.

(contracting the chest in and out, 5s laughing),
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N23

N25

N24 G:

N20 G:

N21

N22 H:

With your balikats [shoulders]

(lifting the shoulders up and down).

Are you feeling it? (Ss laughed)

With your puwet,[buttocks] itaas [up], ibaba [down], itaas, ibaba,

itaas, ibaba.

(moving their buttocks up and down), XXXX (Ss laughed)

Comb your buhok,[hair] Comb your bUhok, Comb your buhok,

Comb your buhok, Comb your bUhok, Comb your buhok.

(Using their fingers, Ss combed their hair),

One more time.

(Ss started the exercise all over. Arms slowly went over head.

Then stepped side to side while clapping. Then with fists, punched

forward alternately Land R.)

Are you feeling Taipo?

(Ss laughed and clapped to end the activity)

N26 K: That's it?

N27 H: Combination. How about a combination?

At the end of the physical/language exercise, students clapped in

appreciation. Kyle seemed surprised that the activity had ended so quickly

(N26). Henry suggested a combination exercise (N27). Gabriel used a much

faster beat music, "Sesame Street" and started the "advanced" Taipo

combination. At the end of that round, students were laughing, sweating, but

very invigorated, ready to tackle the evaluation portion of the presentation-
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labeling of body parts on a photograph of Gabriel, only this time they used only

L2.

This hands-on activity clearly demonstrates the positive changes in the

students' behavior that likely facilitated their L2 learning and internalization of

lexical items in the inter-group ZPD, as a result of the collective use of semiotic

devices (L1, L2, music, gestures, and laughter). The students' laughter created a

positive affective climate and helped reduce the stress related to L2 learning.

They seern motivated and encouraged to participate actively in the learning

process possibly because the "fun" element in the realistic and meaningful

activity of Taipo added more flavor to the more serious aspect of L2 learning.

This evidence supports Vygotsky's claim that human behavior mediates human

action and that learning and development occurs in a social milieu. It also

demonstrates the value of ''fun'' in group activities in relation to internalization and

development in the ZPD.

Laughter and Humor

Because laughter functions as "frustration control" (scaffolding function

#6), the group seems to increase the use of humor in their dialogic interactions in

order to create laughter and facilitate learning in the ZPD. Laughter seems to

lighten up an embarrassing situation and minimizes the learners' embarrassment

by trivializing it. Those who are able to laugh at themselves seem to be better

learners, because they do not take things personal and are not afraid to take

risks to experiment with the language. When they make mistakes, they look at

the situation as a positive learning experience. On the other hand, those who
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take criticism personal are more afraid to take risks and would likely refrain from

any language experimentation, in order to avoid self-embarrassment. I believe

that it is imperative for this latter type of learners to be encouraged to see things

positively and establish a different perspective in order to benefit from the use of

this semiotic tool in their learning process. They need to understand that

laughter is not a jUdgment of character but a natural consequence of something

funny, behavior-wise; it is another semiotic device that facilitates and mediates

L2 learning in the ZPO.

Protocol 0 below demonstrates Joseph's use of humor early in their

presentation. Students were very quiet at this time of the presentation and Joseph

must have sensed it and so he responded in a jovial manner in order to put

students at ease and set them in a more cooperative and receptive mode (06).

Protocol 0

01 M: May tanong ba kayo? [Do you have a question?]

02 Would you like to ask if... do you need anything?

03 May tanong? [Any questions?]

04 G: Do we have to draw in all this stuff?

05 M: Hindi. [No.]

06 J: Gokingly) Ves, it's for your educational purpose.

(Ss laugh.)

07 As a good student, you must follow.

08 V: Vou're a good teacher!
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It is interesting to note here that Yolly's response to Joseph's compliment

(07) was in the same manner (08), another compliment. There is no clear

evidence that her compliment was sincere. Using Bakhtin's notion of social

language and speech genre (Wertsch, 1991), the phrases "good student" and

"good teacher" suggests the genre of politeness. Yolly was just being polite,

returning a compliment with another compliment, a common cultural practice in the

"real world," but rare in a teacher-fronted classroom environment. Never have I

experienced a student compliment a teacher for good teaching. This evidence

supports Vygotsky's notion that human behavior mediates human action in the

ZPD.

Corrective Feedback

Laughter and humor is a semiotic device that is clearly present in the

dialogic interactions where corrective feedback is extended as a scaffolding to

assist the novice in the L2learning of lexical items in the inter-group ZPD. Sample

excerpts from Carol's and Henry's dialogic interactions (Protocols P and Q

respectively) with the more knowledgeable others allow us to look more closely

into the learning process that occurs during corrective feedback and see how

semiotic mediation tools facilitate or hinder internalization and establishment of

intersubjectivity in the ZPD.

Protocol P

Pl C:

P2

P3 G:

Tyan [stomach].

Tunod.

Hod. (correcting C)
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P4 C: Tu... no?

P5 G: Hod.

P6 C: What?

P7 G: Tuhod[knee].

P8 C: Tuhot.

P9 G: Tuhod.

P10 M: Tuhod, tuhod, tuhod.

P11 G: Hod. ]

P12 M: Tuhod.

P13 C: Hod. OK.

Wells (1998) claims, "The ZPD as an opportunity for learning with and from

others applies potentially to all participants and not simply to the less skillful or

knowledgeable" (p. 345). Several empirical studies of l2 learning situations show

that language learners who are engaged in collaborative interactions equally

provide and receive assistance from each other (see Donato, 1994; Ohta, 1995;

Swain & Lapkin, 1998). P2-13 clearly illustrates this.

Gabriel, a member of the "novice group" and Mary, the "expert group" took

the role of the experts and helped Carol, the novice to move on to the next level of

her ZPD. The strategy they used consisted mainly of corrective feedback through

repetition of the mispronounced syllable (P5 and 11) or the whole word (P9, 10,

and 12) (scaffolding functions #4 and #6).

Gabriel did not seem to be making progress with Carol (P3-9). Carol

seemed unable at this time to make a connection between the corrective feedback
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and her mistake (P4, 6, and 8). She failed to hear and distinguish between the L2

unaspirated Idl and II/ (P8) and so Mary, the other more capable peer jumped in to

assist her, modeling the word three times (P10) (scaffolding function #6), directing

Carol's attention to the discrepancy (scaffolding function #4).

In P11 and 12, Gabriel and Mary's corrective feedback was delivered

simultaneously. Finally, Carol made a connection and exhibited internalization of

the lexical item (P13). Then she moved on without any assistance to the next level

of individual and inter-group ZPDs. P14 and 16 below demonstrate Carol's self-

regulation and internalization of six more lexical items.

P14 C:

P15 M:

P16 C:

Baba [chin]

Ah-huh

Kamay [hand], dibdib [chest], puwet [buttocks], ilong [nose], mata

[eye]

At this stage of the learning process, Carol. was able to name six body parts

without any assistance from anybody. This suggests that she has moved on from

the interpsychological (Le., between people) to the intrapsychological plane (Le.,

within oneself), as evidenced by her unassisted performance and excellent

exhibition of internalization and recall of the lexical items. However, in her recall of

two more vocabulary words, she required some assistance from the expert, Mary.

P17 C: Dilaw?

P18 M: Bewang. Baywan~ (self-repairs)

P19 C: Baywang [waist]

P20 C: Danli
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P21 M:

P22 C:

Daliri [finger]

Dal/ri

P17-22 illustrates how the less capable other, Carol was aided in her

internalization of the vocabulary words, "baywang" and "daliri" by the more capable

peer, Mary through simple repetition of these words (scaffolding functions # 4 and

#6). The scaffoldings (P18 and 21) prOVided by Mary facilitated Carol's progress

to the next level of ZPDs (P19 and 22).

In P23 below, Carol required Mary's assistance once more.

P23 C:

P24 M:

Paa [foot] ...

Bal/kat [shoulder] (at the same time tapping her left shoulder with

her left hand)

P25 C: Balikad?

P26 M: Bal/kat ]
P27 J: BaJikat

Carol's short pause to recall the next lexical item (P23) functioned as a

semiotic device implying the need for assistance. Mary responded by supplying

her with the next lexical item in conjunction with a hand gesture. Her assistance,

however, was partially successful because Carol mispronounced the final syllable

(P25). This mispronunciation seems to result from L1 interference of aspirated

consonants and Carol's lack of familiarity of L2 (unaspirated) consonants.

In P13 above, it appears that Carol had internalized the difference between

the unaspirated /dl and Iti. However, her making the same type of mistake in P25

raises some doubts. Apparently, she was unable to make meaning of Mary and
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Joseph's simultaneous corrective feedback (P26-27) and failed to progress to the

next level of ZPD. There was no clear evidence that Carol internalized the lexical

item in question.

Henry was the other novice that seems to have difficulty "hearing" the

unaspirated L2 consonants. In addition, his L1 and Jlokano (L3) seem to interfere

in his pronunciations of consonants and vowels, respectively. The use of the

mnemonic devices, "Baywatch" and 'bawang' [garlic] employed by the more

capable others (see Protocol G5-8 ) failed in his attempt to recall, "baywang"

[waist]. Protocol 0 below demonstrates Henry's difficulties and failure to make

meaning of the corrective feedback extended to him by the experts to facilitate

his internalization of certain L2 lexical items.

Protocol Q

01 H: Lab! [lips]

(5s laugh)

02 5s; Dallri' [finger] (emphasis on second syllable)

03 H: Da/ari. OK! (both hands extended, raised obliquely, palms up)

Henry's recall of the first word (01) was incorrect, and the group promptly

gave him collective corrective feedback (02) (suggesting movement in the inter

group ZPD) accompanied by laughter. This misidentification of the lexical item

by Henry may have resulted from either his nervousness, lack of concentration,

or non-internalization of the lexical item. (Henry is a shy person and

camouflages his shyness by acting as the class clown.) The corrective feedback

was provided collectively by some members of the group suggesting that some
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students have now reached the same level of ZPD collectively, (intra-group and

inter-group ZPDs) and that some members of the group are now operating

collectively, as opposed to individually.

In 03, Henry promptly self-repaired but misrepresented the second vowel

IV with Ia!. His quick "OK!" (03), with body language and tone of voice

considered, seems to project the voice of someone caught "red-handed"

(Bakhtin, 1984). Bakhtin's notion of dialogicality in his approach to meaning

describes utterances as inherently associated with at least two voices" (Wertsch,

1991). And to answer the fundamental Bakhtinian question, ''Who is doing the

talking?" I would suspect that the "guilty" voice is doing the talking in 03. It also

appears Henry had hoped his quick acknowledgement of his mistake would stop

the laughter. Meanwhile, Mary and Yolly mimicked his mistake (04 and 5

below):

04 M: Dalari (mimics H)

05 Y: Dalari (echoes M)

There is no clear evidence that this mimicry was intended to be a

corrective feedback because nobody, including Henry, seemed to have noticed it.

Rather, it appears to be an unsuccessful attempt at humor.

Henry decided to start all over. He correctly repaired the second vowel for

the lexical item, 'daliri" but mispronounced the final syllable (06 below).

06: H: Daleewri

07: Y: Delirious
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Henry's L1 has interfered in his L2 pronunciation of the final syllable. This

mispronunciation prompted Yolly to connect it to the L1 word, "delirious" (Q7). It

is not clear why she vocalized this word. It is possible that this was another

attempt to be funny, since the first one failed (Q5). Unfortunately, this one failed

too.

Q8 H: 010. 010....

Q9 Y: 010. (mimics H)

(5s laugh)

Q10 H: I rarely speak the Tagalog language. (final word--falling intonation)

(No response from students.)

Henry continued with the next word, "ulo"[head]. This time, his L3 accent

(Q8), however, interfered in his pronunciation: (The Tagalog/Filipino vowels lei

and Iii as well as 101 and luI are commonly interchangeable, depending on which

region of the Philippines the speaker comes from.) This would explain why the

students ignored his regional pronunciation although he mispronounced it twice.

However, when Yolly called attention to it through mimicry (Q9), the students

laughed. It seems that Henry's mispronunciation of "ulo"was not intentional, and

that his pronunciation was natural to speakers of 1I0kano. However, when Yolly

mimicked Henry, her purpose was to humor the class, and that is why the

students responded as SUCh. Unfortunately, it seems Henry took offense at it

and acted defensively (Q1 0). The group was speechless for a few seconds, not

knowing how to respond to his defensive reaction.
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Mimicry

This mimicry of Henry's regional pronunciation and the students' laughter

may seem inappropriate, negative, offensive, and counterproductive, especially

to learners who are self-conscious when put on the spot. They do not want to

suffer the humiliation and embarrassment nor the pressure to perform perfectly.

However, based on my own personal L2 learning experience of English and Thai,

I believe the intention of the more capable others is usually positive rather than

negative. I believe the purpose of mimicry in language learning is two-fold: to

mark a critical feature and call the learner's attention to it and to cause laughter,

thereby minimizing and trivializing an embarrassing situation.

Mimicry is another semiotic device that magnifies and/or highlights the

error and helps learners in the language learning process in the ZPD. Mimicry

marks a critical feature and highlights the discrepancy in the word pronunciation

(scaffolding function #4), allowing the speaker to hear his/her own voice through

another speaker and directs his/her attention to recognize the discrepancy in

order to adjust it. Often times, it is hard for a beginning language learner to recall

the lexical item, spell it mentally, pronounce it correctly, and monitor his/her

speech simultaneously. In my own learning experience of beginning Thai, I

realized that it was absolutely challenging to get the right tone, the correct

pronunciation of vowels (short versus long) and consonants (aspirated versus

unaspirated) and at the same time focus on context and comprehension. My

colleagues would playfully mimic my tones (which happens to be monotonous)

when they conversed with each other. I do not think their purpose was to
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embarrass me. Rather, it is a subtle way to correct me and help me "save face."

And they were right. This "funny" and exaggerated behavior has helped me

"hear" the way I sounded to them. To me, it was a unique and effective way of

highlighting pronunciation discrepancies and subtly calling my attention to them.

As a result, it encouraged me to pay closer attention to the correct tones in order

to prevent communication breakdown.

The following excerpt illustrates the learning process and frustration a

beginning learner goes through to get a word right. It also demonstrates the

scaffoldings provided by the more capable others, Joseph and Mary in assisting

the less capable other, Henry in his ZPD.

011 H: Dala-wri

012 J: Dalee-ri'

013 M: Daliri'

014 OK, Henry!

]015 J: Da-Iee-ri'

016 H: Dali-!YI!lft

017 J: Da-ll-ri' ]
018 M: Daliwree (mimics H, moving her head from side to side)

019 Daliri'

020 H: U10 [head), tyan [stomach]....

In 011, Henry pronounced the word, "daliri"'[finger] as "dalawri." Three

linguistic features in this word needed repair, namely, Henry's second syllable

representation of Ial instead of Iii, his L1 pronunciation of Irl, and his omission of
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the final syllable glottal stop. Through repetition, Joseph highlighted these three

discrepancies all at once (012). Unfortunately, he overemphasized the vowel IV

by making the sound long [ T]. As a result, Henry's attention was directed to it,

allowing him to adjust only this particular linguistic feature. He missed the other

two marked features, i.e., L2 voiced alveolar flap IrI and final syllable glottal stop

(016).

Meanwhile, Mary also highlighted the discrepancies, emphasizing the final

syllable instead (L2 Irl and glottal stop) (013). Joseph repeated the word, this

time more slowly (015) (scaffolding function #6) and Henry echoed him.

Unfortunately, he missed the final syllable glottal stop (016). His focus may have

been on the word spelling, visualizing the letters Id/, la!, III, IV, Irl and Iii, just as I

did when I was learning Thai. Because his attention was not directed specifically

to the other two linguistic features that also needed repair, Henry had missed

them altogether.

Joseph's modeling of the word (017) (scaffolding function #6) and Mary's

mimicry of Henry (018) occurred simultaneously and so Mary modeled the

pronunciation immediately (019) (scaffolding functions #4 and #6). Her body

language and tone of voice seems to imply a "touch of impatience." Henry must

have sensed it and began to feel some frustration too because of ''too many"

teachers giving him corrective feedback simultaneously. He seemed confused

and did not know to whom to listen. It seems he did not understand what he was

doing wrong. He could not make meaning of and connect the scaffolding

provided him and his own L2 output. The pressure to perform perfectly seems to
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be building up inside him. Had Mary and Joseph explicitly pointed out the repairs

to him one at a time, instead of simply using word repetition and mimicry and

expecting Henry to hear the discrepancies and self-repair, the result would

probably have been different. Consequently, Henry decided to abandon the

repair completely and move on to the next lexical items (020). This time, he

correctly pronounced "uJo, " suggesting that Yolly's earlier strategy of mimicry

(09) and the students' reaction of laughter may have left an impression on

Henry's cognition, allowing him to recall the lexical item successfully.

021 H: Dibdib [chest] (makes another mistake)

(Ss laugh)

022: J: Nope!

023: H: Sorry! Sorry!

024: J: La-bi' [lip]

025 H: Labi'. Sorry!

In 021, Henry made another mistake and once more, the class laughed.

It appears that the class had been using laughter, a semiotic device to trivialize

Henry's mistakes and lighten up an embarrassing situation. (In some cultures,

people laugh for various social reasons. They laugh when something is

humorous. They laugh to hide or camouflage real emotions or nervousness.

They laugh to save face. Through laughter, embarrassment is trivialized and

minimized.)

Joseph gave Henry approximately three seconds to recall the lexical item

before he supplied him with the correct word, pronouncing it slowly (024)
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(scaffolding function #6). This time Henry had no problem repeating it correctly

(025). However, he felt he needed to apologize. The first apology (023) seems

to be for the earlier mistake he made (021). The second apology (025) appears

to be an apology for failure to recall the lexical item quick enough. Or is it an

apology for wasting valuable class time because his performance was less

accurate and satisfactory compared to those who recited before him? Could this

be an apology for his failure to meet or maintain the class standard set earlier by

students' perfect or almost perlect performances? Or is this apology an internal

dialog that resurfaces as a private speech, an apology (to himself), for not being

perfect? Bakhtin warns us to be wary of the "aporia" (Le., words unsaid) when

interpreting classroom discourse.

Silence

The following excerpt illustrates Henry's use of silence as a semiotic

device. Rather than risking another mistake and further embarrassing himself,

he seemed to pause long enough (about 6 seconds) so that others could provide

him with the next word (026).

026 H: Kamay [hand], siko [elbow] ......

027 J: Saba' (putting the cutout over his chin)

028 H: saba'......

The long pause functioned as a semiotic device sending a signal for

assistance in the ZPD, which Joseph provided orally and visually by putting the

cutout body part over his chin (027).
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Henry repeated the same strategy (delay tactic) in 028 and Gabriel, (a

novice who has taken the role of expert at this point) responded with a mnemonic

device (029 below). However, he immediately followed it with the correct lexical

item, pronouncing it slowly (030). He probably thought his choice of mnemonic

device was not a perfect choice and it might only confuse Henry rather than

facilitate his internalization and movement in the ZPD.

029 G: Sal/gtad [inverted] (trying to help by giving a mnemonic device)

(5s laugh)

030 Sa-ii-kat [shoulder]

031 H: Sa-ii-ka

032 J: Kat

033 M: Kat! Kat! Kat!

Because final consonants in FilipinofTagalog are not aspirated, Henry did

not hear the final consonant and so omitted it in his output (031). Using the

communication strategy of repetition (scaffolding function #6), Joseph and Mary

assisted Henry (032 and 33) in his ZPD. Henry seems unable to make a

connection between the discrepancy of his pronunciation and that of Mary's and

Joseph's (scaffolding function #4) because he was unfamiliar with the linguistic

features of the FilipinofTagalog consonants. Consequently, Henry failed to

internalize the lexical term. He opted to abandon the scaffolding and moved on

to the two remaining lexical items, "ilong"[nose] and "tenga"[ear]. His peers,

Kyle, another expert in the novice group and Joseph, provided him scaffoldings.

Kyle showed him the L2 word at the back of the cutout body while Joseph gave
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him the word, which Henry echoed. Henry's echoing does not necessarily mean

that he had internalized the lexical item. He seems to be more in a rush to finish

the round and be out of the spotlight.

This comprehensive coverage of the dialogic interactions on corrective

feedback between the experts and the novices suggests that for corrective

feedback to be effective in assisting the novice in the ZPD, he/she needs to be

able to make meaning of it. In Carol's case, since she had no understanding

about the unaspiration of L2 consonants, she failed to correct her

mispronunciation of 'balikat"[shoulder] (P25) although she had demonstrated

understanding of it earlier by her repair of the pronunciation of ''tuhod'' [knee)

(P13). This evidence demonstrates that the scaffolding had not helped her move

higher in her ZPD. Likewise, Henry did not have understanding of L2 consonants

as well (031) and thus was unable to make meaning of the corrective feedback.

In addition, he was not aware of his L1's interference in his pronunciation of

"daliri" [finger). It is necessary for the expert to point out the discrepancies to the

novice for the scaffolding to work, as Wood et. al (1976) pointed out in his

scaffolding function #4 (see p. 14).

Background knowledge and Prior Experience

Evidence suggests that prior scaffolding experience influences human

behavior and that activation of background knowledge facilitates the recall

process. In Group 1's introduction stage of lexical items, Mary and Joseph

handed out a worksheet to the students as pre-activity and had them label the

body parts as each part was introduced on the overhead projector. During the
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post-activity, they gave out the exact copy of the pre-activity handout but for a

different purpose, that is to draw items of clothing on the body parts as Mary and

Joseph described them. When Henry saw the handout, he assumed that the

activity would be the same as before, and so he immediately took out his ruler,

drew lines on the model, and started labeling it to get a head start, although Mary

had said right at the beginning, "Magdodrowing tayo!" [We are going to draw!] It

is clear that Mary and Henry were unable to reach intersubjectivity because his

focus was on Joseph's announcement, "OK, perfect time for a quiz" and not on

Mary's. When he heard Mary say, "OK. We'll give descriptions and you will draw

them on the paper," and to him, "OK! Erase!" Henry realized his mistake and

raised both arms in the air in reaction to it. This reaction suggests that he finally

reached intersubjectivity. Earlier, his prior experience had interfered with Mary's

scaffolding to facilitate his establishment of intersubjectivity.

In the following dialogic interaction (Protocol R below), Mary used the first

L2 description as an example of what the students would be drawing. She

translated a recycled lexical item, urelo" [watch] into L1, and Joseph immediately

corrected her (R2-3]. He believes recycled lexical items in the descriptions

should remain in L2, the same as the new body parts vocabulary.

Protocol R

R1 Osige. [OK.] For example, May relo siya sa kaliwang kamay.

[He has a watch on his Jeft hand.]
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R2

R3 J:

So you would draw a watch....sa kaliwang kamay. ]

[on the left hand].

No! You draw the rela

[watch].

R4 What is a rela? We've already learned that.

R5 M: So you've learned in the past, then draw it.

R6 May rela siya sa kaliwang kamay sa kaliwang kamay.

[He has a watch on the left hand on the left hand.]

Joseph expected the students to activate their prior knowledge as

scaffolding to facilitate the recall of both new and recycled lexical items and thus,

facilitate their comprehension of L2. When a female student (FS) asked a

clarification question (R7 below), Joseph referred her back to a past classroom

pair-work activity, where one partner described his/her bedroom to his/her

partner who drew it on paper (R8).

R7 FS: My left or the man's Jeft?

R8 J: No, no just like the room. He's facing you just like the room.

(referring to a similar classroom pair-work activity)

Instead of giving her a simple "Yes/No" response, Joseph challenged her

to activate her prior knowledge to reach intersubjectivity. This evidence suggests

that activation of prior knowledge functions as a semiotic device and scaffolding

that facilitates the establishment of intersubjectivity and learning in the ZPD.
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Task Simplification

Task simplification is scaffolding function #2 which experts provide

novices in order to facilitate their learning process (Wood et. ai, 1976). 81-7

illustrates the different scaffoldings provided by the experts to facilitate L2

comprehension. By focusing on key phrases (82, 3, 6 and7), Mary and Joseph

simplified the comprehension process.

M:81 Sa i1alim ng kanyang kaliwang dibdib ay may isang tattoo ng puso.

[Underneath his chest is a tattoo of a heart.]

82 Sa kaliwang dibdib ay may isang tattoo ng puso. [On the left chest

83 J:

84 P:

85 Y:

86 M:

there is a tattoo of a heart.]

Sa i1alim... [Underneath... ]

Sa ilalim ng kaliwang dibdib? [Underneath the left chest?]

Ano ran? [What is that?]

Basta, basta sa tabi ng dibdib. [Just, just the side of the chest]

87 Then, sa kaliwang dibdib, may puso, may tattoo ng puso [on the

left chest there is a heart, there is a tattoo of a heartj(self

correcting).

First, Mary dropped the phrase "sa ilalim" [underneath] to shorten the

sentence (82). Then, Joseph repeated the omitted phrase to specify the location

on the body (83). Next, Mary substituted the adverb "sa ilalim"[underneath] with

another adverb "sa tabi"[side of] (86) and dropped the modifier "kaliwa"[left],

simplifying the noun, "dibdib" [chest]. Finally, in 87, she put back the modifier

"kaliwa" [left] and introduced 'puso" [heart] to activate students' background
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knowledge and facilitate comprehension. It appears the location of the heart

gave students a clue to the location of the tattoo. These key words functioned as

layers of scaffoldings in the simplification of the L2 description in order to

facilitate the establishment of intersubjectivity and the students' progression to

the next levels of ZPDs.

LEVELS OF INTERSUBJECTIVITY AND ZPD

During scaffolding, different levels of intersubjectivity may be reached;

consequently, different levels of ZPDs may occur (Wertsch, 1985). Protocol T

below provides evidence that will support this process.

The dialogic interaction occurred during a game activity (Group 2), the

object of which was to internalize the lexical items in a fun way. The group

leader would call out a body part. The players would then find a partner and put

their body parts together. For example, the word is "ufo" [head]. The players

would put their heads together (literally). Kyle described the game to the group

in L1 and modeled it with Naomi. They used "kanang kamay" [right hand] as the

example.

Protocol T

T1 K: The next thing we have is a, is a game that we're gonna have and

the, what you'll have to do is ... we'll name a body part and you'll

T2 N:

have to find a partner and tOUCh]

touch

(K & N put their hands together)
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OK, the first one is ...

Even ba kayo? [Are you even-numbered?]

(Cut K off to count the Ss.)

K:

N:

K:

T3

T4

T5

So if we say right hand, you'll have to touch right hand.

Kanan. Kanang kamay.

Oh, kanang kamay then (correcting himself)

(Ss laughed)

The verbal directive was elaborated and in L1, the same as in Protocol B

(1-17). Kyle used L2 for the body part, as has been the practice in all group

activities. But when he used L1 for a recycled vocabulary word, Naomi was

quick to correct him (T4). This evidence suggests that experts were aware of the

focus of the group project, which is to teach L2 body parts lexical items and they

made sure that the objective of the group project was not lost in the fun of

learning. The experts continued to give the instructions of the game in L1 (see

below).

T6 K:

T7 M:

T8 M: 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10 ...

(Continued counting silently with her right index finger)

T9 K: Different people each time.

(Presenters consulted each other about the rules of the game)

It seems the experts themselves were not well-rehearsed. They exhibited

some confusion about the rules of the game as demonstrated by the lack of

coherence in the instructions (T6-9). It was observed that they took a few
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seconds together to discuss and clarify the rules of the game. After a brief

discussion, they continued with the L1 verbal directive.

T12 K:

T10 K:

T11 M:

T13 M:

OK, there'll be one person that won't be paired up....

Whoever that person is, is kinda, like that sitting game.

Yeah, whoever does not have a partner is out.

Is lost

(forms "L" with her thumb and index finger and raises her hand high

above her head for everyone to see)

Loser! (gestures the symbol "L" on their foreheads)

You've got to sit out.

Wait! XXXXX

And you have to pull one person along. XXXXX

Yeah.

You'll need another volunteer out.

Yeah.

The experts gave the instructions (T10-20) alternately in L1. Instead of

T14 Ss:

T15 N:

T16 Y:

T17 M:

T18 K:

T19 M:

T20 K:

one individual giving out all the instructions at one time, the experts seem to be

working collectively as one entity in the inter-group ZPD, expanding and

modifying each other's statements. The novice group appears to have reached

intersubjectivity and moved on in their ZPDs.

It is interesting to note here that Martha's gesturing of the symbol "L" with

her fingers triggered two students' to activate their background knowledge about

young adults' sociocultural symbol for "losers" (T13-14). This evidence suggests
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that human behavior and social interaction mediate human action and activate

background knowledge that facilitates intersubjectivity in the inter-group ZPD.

T21 M: OK, the first one, ufo!

(Ss grabbed a partner and touched each other's head with their

hands.)

T22 K: No! You've got to put your heads together.

T23 Ss: Oh!

When the first word was called out, students demonstrated their

misunderstanding of the rule. Students' misinterpretation of the L1 verbal

instruction as well as Kyle and Naomi's demonstration earlier (T2) suggests that

the scaffolding provided by the experts failed to assist the learners in reaching

intersubjectivity (T22), and therefore adjustments had to be made. This evidence

clearly demonstrates a new negotiation of meaning and establishment of another

level of intersubjectivity, suggesting a new ZPD.

The experts also had to come together once more to decide who should

be taken out of the game, since the group should be kept odd-numbered for each

round, suggesting a new level of intersubjectivity and intra-group ZPD.

One student volunteered to sit out, and a peer inquired, "Bakit?"[Why?]

She explained, "We have to be odd-numbered." This dialogic interaction

between two novices suggests another negotiation of meaning and

establishment of intersubjectivity within the intra-group ZPD.

The game continued, and once again the rules had to be clarified (T26

below), indicating the scaffolding provided to the novices was insufficient to
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assist them in their establishment of intersubjectivity. It appears that the students

did not make meaning of Kyle's instruction in T9 and failed to reach

intersubjectivity. As a result, Kyle had to negotiate meaning once more to

establish intersubjectivity, and move on to the next inter-group ZPD. This

evidence suggests that scaffoldings need to be well-planned and rehearsed;

otherwise, they could hinder and delay the learning process in the ZPD.

T24 M: Kanang tenga

(5s ran towards the same partner and put their right ears together,

laughing.)

T25 M: We'll start all over again. We'll start all over again.

T26 You guys have to have a different partner every time.

From here onward, however, the game continued without a hitch, having

established intersubjectivity. Experts withdrew the scaffoldings, allowing the

students to self-regulate and take control of their L2 learning. They participated

in the game enthusiastically and actively, demonstrating internalization of the L2

lexical items. Their screaming and refusal to put their noses next to each other,

for example, when the lexical item, "i1ong" [nose] was called out demonstrates

their L2 comprehension and internalization of the lexical item. Nobody wanted to

do it (mainly for health reasons). A couple of pairs worked around it, pointing at

each other's nose instead, while the other pair put their noses very close,

avoiding contact. It is interesting to note that as soon as the rules of the game

became very clear to the players, the students enjoyed the learning of L2 leXical

items through a meaningful and fun manner. This evidence demonstrates that
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scaffolding facilitates the establishment of intersubjectivity. When learners reach

intersubjectivity, experts withdraw further scaffoldings, allowing learners to shift

from the interpsychological to the intrapsychological plane. This internalization

process occurs within their individual, as well as inter-group ZPDs.

INTERNALIZATION AND SELF-REGULATION IN THE ZPD

The following samples of excerpts demonstrate students' internalization of

the L2 lexical items and their self-regulation in the individual and inter-group ZPDs

by taking control of the learning process. During Group 1's "naming game," Yolly

demonstrated total control of her learning process and exhibited excellent

internalization and recall of the 17 lexical items without any assistance (U1

below).

Protocol U

U1 Y: Baba [chin], tyan [stomach], tUhod[knee], siko [elbow], tenga [ear],

ufo [head], mata [eye], paa [foot], balikat [shoulder], daliri [finger],

fabi [lip], dibdib [chest], puwet [buttocks], likod [back], uhm,

baywang [waist], ilong [nose] at kamay [and hand].

U2 M: Ang galing! [Well done!]

U3 Ss: Wow!

U4 M: So you have to pay attention.

All the previous scaffolding activities appeared to have facilitated Yolly's

fluid movement to a new level of ZPD. Her self-regulation and excellent

performance has completely amazed the students (U3), and Mary grabbed this
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opportunity to encourage the group (using L1) implying that they too could exhibit

the same degree and quality of performance if they paid attention (U4),

encouraging them to be motivated in their pursuit of their goal (scaffolding

function #3)

The next four sets of excerpts, V1-2, V3-4, V5-10, and V11-14

demonstrate students' L2 comprehension and self-regulation in the ZPD during

Group 1's information gap activity. In all of these dialogic interactions, there was

absence of negotiation of meaning, suggesting L2 comprehension, establishment

of intersubjectivity, and L2 learning in the ZPD.

V1 M: May isang sapatos siya sa kanyang kaliwang paa.

[He has a shoe on his left fool.]

V2: Sapatos sa kanyang kaliwang paa.

V3 J: NakatsineJas ang kanyang kanang paa. ["His right foot is wearing a

slipper.]

V4 M: NakatsineJas ang kanyang ibang paa. ["His other foot is wearing a

slipper.]

Although V3 and V4 were ungrammatical ("j, the students comprehended

these "ridiculous" descriptions independent of any outside assistance, possibly

because V1 and V2 were related, that is, a different footwear needed to be drawn

on each foo!. Mary's replacing the modifier "right" with "other" to simplify the

description was unnecessary because common sense dictates that the slipper

would go on the other foot, having established that one foot had a shoe. In other
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words, successful completion of the task did not depend on the simplification

and/or comprehension of the modifiers. Rather, it depended on common sense,

activation of prior knowledge, and comprehension of the key word, "nakatsinelas"

[wearing slippers].

V5 J: May isang siko pad siya sa kanang siko. [He has an elbow pad on

his right elbow.]

V6 K: Siko pad. [Elbow pad] (laughs)

V7 M: Kung a/am rno ang siko, e di a/am rno ang siko pad. [If you know

elbow, then you should know elbow pad.]

va J: May isang siko pad siya sa kanang siko. [He has an elbow pad on

his right elbow.]

V9 P: Is this some kind of a drag queen?

(Ss laugh)

V10 M: Siko pad sa... [Elbow pad on...]. OK?

At this stage in the leaming process, students seem to exhibit improved L2

comprehension. Instead of negotiating meaning, they were creating an affective

climate using humor in response to the L2 descriptions. For example, Paula's

intention in asking, "Is this some kind of a drag queen?" (V9) was not to establish

intersubjectivity, but to create an affective climate. She wanted to make the

students laugh.

Kyle's repetition of the phrase "siko pad" [elbow pad] was not meant as a

confirmation check. Rather, he repeated it to create laughter as well (V6). Mary,
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V11 M:

V13 H:

V14 M:

however, interpreted it as a clarification question and so proceeded to provide

scaffolding to facilitate L2 comprehension (V8).

V11-14 below demonstrates L2 comprehension, students' self-regulation,

and movement into a new level of ZPD because there were no scaffoldings

provided in this segment. Students' laughter indicated L2 comprehension (V14).

OK! Number 8. Nakashort pants siya ...[He is wearing short

pants...]

V12 Oh, OK! Nakashort pants siya at nakikita ang kanyang tiyan.

[He is wearing short pants and his stomach can be seen.]

XXXXX.

Nakashort pants siya at nakikita ang kanyang tiyan. [He is wearing

short pants and his stomach can be seen.]

(Students laugh)

Finally, in Group 8's presentation, Paula and Lily's introduction activity

became a review activity because the group has now internalized the L2 lexical

items, as illustrated in Protocol W below.

Protocol W

W1 P: You already know the body parts so we can go over it really, really

fast.

W2 Uhm, head is...

W3 Ss: Ufo.

W4 L: Ears...
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(While lily names the body parts in English, Paula models and identifies the part

using gestures and body language. She has stickers on her own body parts)

W5: Ss: Tenga.

W6: L: Back .

W7: Ss: Likod (And so on.....).

As the more capable group transmitted knowledge, negotiated meaning,

and interacted with the less capable others, they solidified, integrated, and

reinforced the lexical items they have internalized during the preparation stage,

moving them higher in their inter-group ZPD and simultaneously within their intra

group and individual ZPDs. Through the repetitiveness of the intra- and inter

group activities, the less capable others gradually demonstrated control of the

learning process. Those who self-regulated more quickly moved more rapidly and

reached a new level of individual ZPD than those who did not. Those in the same

higher level of individual ZPD worked collectively within the group to assist those

"left behind" to move in the intra-group ZPD. This was evidenced by students' use

of collective corrective feedback during the filmed big group interaction. Thus, the

big group, which initially started collectively as the "novice group" and assisted by

the "expert group" in the inter-group ZPD, is now consisted of members at various

levels of individual as well as intra-group ZPDs. The goal of the "expert group" is

to move the "novice group" through the inter-group ZPD, thus bringing it to the

same level ZPD as that of the expert group's intra-group ZPD.

Throughout the presentation to the big group by the "expert group,"

comments, questions, statements, and other forms of communication occurred
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from members of other various small groups. When this interaction is clearly for

the purpose of imparting further information and not for the purpose of clarification,

the role of "expert" passes to them and the group presenting becomes a novice

group for a time. The person speaking mayor may not be sharing individual

information and is likely sharing corporate knowledge integrated from the intra

group ZPD, with which he/she is affiliated. Therefore, the speaker not only acts as

his/her own agent but as an agent of the group with which they are affiliated.

As the next set of small groups performed, new levels of indiVidual, intra

group and inter-group ZPDs were established. Each group presentation built up

on previous group presentations, metaphorically adding a new layer to the existing

scaffold, and thus, facilitating the internalization and integration of the L2 lexical

items. Excerpts from students' written self-evaluations and video transcripts of

group presentations will demonstrate evidence to support the notions of inter

group and intra-group ZPDs.

EFFECTS OF GROUP SCAFFOLDINGS ON GROUP

PRESENTATIONS

Each group presentation served as a layer of scaffolding that built on each

other as each group presented. Metaphorically, imagine each group

presentation as a new step on a ladder, taking students up on to a new level of

ZPD. Group 1 (Mary and Joseph) had laid a solid foundation. Their scaffolding

activities were well-planned, organized, and delivered. They challenged students

to develop their cognitive skills. Their collective use of semiotic mediation tools
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was effective in facilitating the establishment of intersubjectivity and progress in

the individual and inter-group ZPDs. The repetitiveness of the "naming game"

and their use of visual materials (cut-out body parts) facilitated the internalization

of the L2 lexical items.

Group 2 (Kyle, Martha, and Naomi) started on a new level of inter-group

ZPD. Unlike the first group, they used L1 only in their introduction of lexical

items, using a poster drawing of a male model. They did not provide direct L1

translation as Mary and Joseph did in their presentation. They introduced music

in their scaffolding activities and assisted the learners to reach a new level of

ZPDs. Their "matching body parts" game had served as an evaluation of

students' comprehension and internalization of the L2 lexical items.

Starting on a higher level of inter-group ZPD and building on Group 2's

use of music, Group 3 (Henry and Gabriel) introduced kinesis with music in their

scaffolding activities. In addition, they designed their scaffoldings to be as

realistic and meaningful as possible. Their use of aerobic exercise to assist

learners in the internalization of L2 lexical items in the ZPD was innovative and

fun. Students were able to exercise both physically and mentally, increasing

their motivation to accomplish the task of internalizing L2 lexical items.

On another and higher level of inter-group ZPD, Group 4's (Suzie and

Lucy) scaffoldings focused on mnemonic devices as a learning strategy to

facilitate memorization of three sets of L2 lexical items for the face, torso, and

lower body The mnemonic devices used were quite a few and diverse in three

different languages, English (L1), FilipinofTagalog (L2), and lIokano (L3). The
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use of 1I0kano was directed to assist students of 1I0kano ancestry. These

devices seem to be effective, at least for a short term, as students' demonstrated

in the successful completion of the post group activity, suggesting internalization,

self-regulation, and movement to another and newer level of inter-group ZPD.

By the second day of presentation, the groups' collective scaffoldings

have contributed to the language and cognitive development of the students.

The L2 introduction activity has been modified to function as a review of L2

lexical items. Students' demonstrated internalization and self-regulation, shifting

from the interpsychological plane to intrapsychological plane, within the inter

group ZPD. On day one, they looked at pictures and heard L2 vocabulary. Now

that they have internalized and integrated these words, Group 5 (Yolly and Dan)

had them reproduce the body parts by drawing the parts from a list of L2 words.

The students have moved from object- and other-regulation to self-regulation in a

new and higher inter-group ZPD.

The group scaffoldings started from a single-word L1 and L2 to a single

word L2. Group 6 (Ann and Judy) extended the scaffolding to L2 lexical items

embedded in complete and expanded sentences, using previously learned

modifiers. They also put these L2 lexical items in situational and cultural

contexts to facilitate the students' meaning-making and internalization process.

For example, they introduced one of their cartoon characters in a complete

sentence using the more popular professional titles, "Ito si Atty. Belardo." [This is

Atty. Belardo]. (Lawyers in the Philippines take the title "Attorney" and engineers

use "Engineer," e.g., "Engineer Vinzon" instead of the ordinary title of "Mister" to
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emphasize a higher educational background and professionalism). The body

parts were introduced in complete and expanded sentences, for example, "Ito

any mata niya. Fuschia ang mata niya." [These are his eyes. His eyes are

fuschia.] This type of scaffolding demonstrates clearly how far students have

developed in the inter-group ZPD.

Group 7 (Carol and Vicki) has pushed the students up even much higher

in their ZPD. They had them use the lexical items in phrases, not just one

phrase but several phrases strung to each other. For example, "Kamay ni Kyle,

ufo ni Naomi, at ilong ni Judy." [Kyle's hand, Naomi's head, and Judy's nose.]

They engaged the students to produce the L2 orally. In addition, they used the

students' actual body parts to connect with the oral and written L2 lexical items.

They also utilized the action song, Hokey Pokey, translated into L2, sung and

acted by the students to make meaning of the L2 vocabulary with the actual body

parts. Through this song, they were able to integrate the words and take control

of their L2 learning.

Finally, instead of introducing the lexical items to the students, Group 8

(Paula and Lily) did a quick review of the vocabulary. Instead of giving the L2

lexical items to the students, the students were asked to give the L2 equivalent of

the L1 vocabulary instead. The students' perfect performance indicated their

internalization and self-regulation of the L2 lexical items. And to push them up a

little higher in the inter-ZPD, Paula and Lily had students draw an alien based on

the written L2 descriptions. Drawing body parts, starting from a written single

word lexical item (Group 5) to a complete and expanded L2 sentence (Group 8),
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using recycled modifiers, demonstrates transformation from the interpsycholo

gical to the intrapsychological plane. The evidence suggests that group

scaffoldings have contributed greatly in moving the learners from one inter-group

ZPD to another. Students have moved through at least 8 inter-group ZPDs in

this "journey" of L2 learning with "Teacher for a Day" group project approach.

Chapter 5 reports the results of the students' written self-evaluations of the

group project and two posttests.
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CHAPTER 5

STUDENTS' WRITTEN SELF-EVALUATIONS AND

POSTTESTS

This chapter reports the results of the student's written self-evaluations of

the group project, "Teacher for a Day" and two posttests. The written evaluations

were analyzed qualitatively and categorized as follows: (1) overall impression of

the group project, (2) factors contributing to the success of the group project, (3)

effects of the group project on their learning of FilipinofTagalog, (4) significance

of this learning experience to other students, and (5) suggestions on group

project improvement. Samples of students' verbatim responses, which are in

quotations, are provided to support the findings.

STUDENTS' PERCEPTIONS OF "TEACHER FOR A DAY"

GROUP PROJECT

Overall Group Project Impression

All 17 students reported favoring this group project. They found that the

group project approach to L2 learning was not only a fun, practical, meaningful,

and innovative way to L2 learning, but it also facilitated the learning and

memorization of the body parts vocabulary. The group project approach
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provided them with lots of opportunity to interact with their peers and develop not

only new friendship and moral support, but also their social and cognitive skills in

the ZPD. Their responses have been summarized and interpreted below.
.

A fun, easy, and efficient way of learning. "I had a really easy time of

learning the body parts because each group had a very fun way to learn these

body parts and when you make learning fun, it makes it so much easier." "I

seriously like this project a lot because from a student point of view, we can

teach different ways to learn the subject, have an easier time memorizing the

vocabulary and have fun."

It seems that positive interdependence (D. W. Johnson, R. T. Johnson,

Holubec, & Roy, 1984) eliminates the pressure of having to learn alone. In

addition, a positive affective climate motivates learners (Long & Porter, 1985)

and enjoyableness enhances the effectiveness of group work (Cervania, 2001;

Green, 1993).

A meaningful and innovative way of learning. "It was not only lecture

and more lecture. We got to use hands-on activities created by our peers. To

me that is a good way to teach because some students learn better doing hands-

on activities. As for me I learn better visually."

The students seem to favor and appreciate the use of hands-on activities

and visual materials. They saw these activities as a good learning technique and

"a chance to break away from the old lecture routine" (Cervania, 2001, p. 126).

They seem to find group work as an enjoyable yet effective teaching/learning

strategy.
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An opportunity to enhance learning through active interaction

among learners. "Anything that has to do with class participation is very vital

when it involves learning a language." "The ideas the students had really worked

in learning the parts of the body. It was fun. It had class participation The

games people had really made the students feel involved, which I think makes

them learn beUer."

This evidence seems to support Vygotsky's (1978) concept that social

interaction mediate one's learning and development and that students become

active participants in the meaning-making process and co-construction of

knowledge in the ZPD.

An opportunity to learn from and to teach one another. "By teaching

the students our own effective way of learning, at the same time we are teaching

ourselves and benefiting from other groups as well."

This evidence suggests that group work activities help students learn from

each other through peer tutoring (Cohen & Kulik, 1981; McDonnell, 1992). It also

suggests that when students negotiate meaning and co-construct knowledge,

they establish intersubjectivity and move through the individual, inter-group, and

intra-group ZPDs.

An opportunity to learn new lessons and integrate past lessons

simultaneously. "It not only taught me how to say all the different body parts in

Tagalog, but it also reminded me of previous lessons, such as directions and so

forth." "Working on our own project helped me learn the body parts in Tagalog

very well."
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This evidence suggests that group work is an effective alternative

learning! teaching tool that facilitates the learning and integration of not only new

materials but old materials as well, and thereby, facilitating the L2 learning of

lexical items.

An opportunity to become partners in instruction. "All in all, I thought it

was a creative way to involve us students and give us a chance to learn and

teach in ways that we would better understand." "I truly enjoyed the experience

of being somewhat of a teacher, preparing a lesson and teaching to our class.

... It gave me a chance to kind of see what a teacher must go through to teach

his/her class something."

This evidence tends to support Davis' (1997) argument that group work

provides an opportunity to become partners in instruction. The students feel

empowered when taking more responsibility in their own learning (Cervania,

2001).

An opportunity to promote creativity. "I was able to express my

creativity through our lesson and I actually learned a lot about the parts of the

body in Tagalog." "[It] allowed me and my group to get creative with our ideas on

how that task could be accomplished."

Involving and encouraging students to take an active role in their own

learning forces and challenges them to look inward and be creative in ways that

will enhance their (and other's) language learning. "Through experimentation

with new and different ideas, they can create a better perspective or

understanding of the concept" (Cervania, 2001, p. 127) in the ZPD.
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An opportunity to promote cognitive development. "We didn't agree

on everything but I found that to be a benefit at the end. By arguing about things,

we were able to rationalize and decide on what method would be best to go

with." "Our activity really works because it made the students think and use their

knowledge of direction, body parts and garments all in one." "Carol and Lori

created something called mnemonic device to make their audience remember

the vocabulary words. I thought it was a great idea."

This evidence suggests that social interaction plays a fundamental role in

the development of cognition. Through semiotic mediation, such as the use of

"mnemonic devices, algebraic symbols, diagrams and graphs, and most

importantly, language" humans make meanings of the world around them

(Lantolf, 1994, p.418). By being open to others' ideas and opinions, they allow

themselves to grow and develop cognitively (Cervania, 2001) in the ZPD.

An opportunity to develop responsibility and motivation for learning.

"If the assignment is to teach material, such as the body parts, then you must

learn them first and really well. It makes the student more responsible and

motivated for learning them."

This response tends to support Long and Porter's (1985) argument that

group work motivates learners and increases self-expectations (Kagan, 1988). It

also supports the notion that group work promotes peer responsibility (Breen,

1991; Larsen-Freeman, 1986; Nunan, 1988; reported in Anton, 1999; Cervania,

2001). As the teacher plays the new role of facilitator, individual accountability

forces students to be responsible for their own learning.
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An opportunity to develop self-confidence and pride in one's

accomplishments. "At first, I was intimidated doing this project because I knew

that there would be difficulties accomplishing this project. However, in the end, I

believe that my partner and [I] did a good job finishing this project. The reason

why I find it hard in the beginning is that teaching materials to other students is

[a] hard task to take. I believe that [the] whole class completed that task very

well."

It appears that when students are challenged, they muster their courage

and step up to the plate. Initially, they were nervous but because they knew they

had worked very hard and had come prepared, they delivered with confidence

and felt good about themselves for doing a good job. They took pride in their

achievements and felt empowered to take responsibility in their own learning.

They demonstrated self-regulation in the learning of L2 lexical items in the ZPD.

An opportunity to develop new friendship and moral support. "I got

to know Jane better." "Not only was I able to work with someone new, I was able

to make a new friend." "When we both ran into problems we would help each

other."

It tends to support Long and Porter's (1985) argument that group work

promotes a positive affective climate. When the learning environment is a

friendly one, camaraderie is promoted and developed (Cervania, 2001).

Students feel comfortable and safe to interact with each other productively by

sharing with the group their knowledge and experiences (Coelho, 1992) through

negotiation of meaning and assist one another in their progress within the ZPD.
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Contributing Factors to Group Project Success

Success of any group work depends on various factors. Students

perceived the success of the group project depended on factors, such as

respect for each other, sense of responsibility and equitable division of labor,

dedication, cooperation, and reliability of group members, to name a few. These

contributing factors are delineated below and sample excerpts of the students'

responses are provided.

1. Respect for each other. "We have a lot of respect for one another. .."

2. Sense of Equitable Division of Labor. "We shared equal amount of roles

during the process of making our presentation." "We had an equal amount of

responsibilities because we didn't want one person to do most of the work, it just

would not be fair."

3. Sense of Responsibility. ... "She'd be willing to take on the responsibility

of whatever is needed to be done. " "I'd do my share of the work at home."

4. Dedication, Cooperation, and Reliability. "There were other people there

helping, giving ideas, expressing their views and opinions, trying to make it a

really good project." "My group worked very cooperatively on this project."

"What a dedicated student Alma is.... She does her part reliably and with

quality... , she pulled her own weight."

5. Active participation of each group member. "Both contributed to the

outcome of the project." "No one person decided on what to do, it was a group

effort."
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6. Open-mindedness and clear communication. "We all were open to any

suggestions or ideas. We would discuss how our progress is going and if we had

any problems." "We discussed and planned out together what was needed to

accomplish the task. ... Throughout the preparation process, we gave feedback

on each other's workings. Communication and reliability was there."

7. Effective use of available time. "We talked about what we wanted to do

while walking to class or waiting for [the] Tagalog class." "Every time we meet

we used quality time to discuss the progress of the project and to see if one

person needed help with the task assigned to them." "Every day we met at the

library at 8 a.m. for about an hour. We didn't meet on Fridays, Saturdays and

Sundays because those were the days we did our own work."

8. Goal-Orientedness. "My partner and I ... thought of the best way we could

present this [lesson] keeping the main important fact that this is a learning

project, not just some way ...to ...have fun without learning." "We all had good

ideas for presenting the body parts but we only chose the ones that we think

would be successful ... " "We had "plan A... also ...plan S... "

9. Diligence and Positive Attitude. "My partner... was always a hard

worker." "She was very patient and a lot of fun to work with." "It's really good

working with someone who really wants to get the job done."

Group Project Effects on Fi!ipinoffagalog Learning

The project did not seem to have any negative effects on the students'

learning of FiJipinolTagalog. In fact, they reported that in the preparation of the
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project, the (constant and repetitive) exposure to the language has enabled them

to learn the vocabulary words more effectively. One student claims, "This project

helped me with the vocabulary because of exposure and repetition. We'd see

the words almost every time we work on the project."

In addition, it appears that sense of responsibility and motivation to do a

good job forced students to be resourceful. They reported that in the preparation

stage, they had to learn the materials themselves. "In order for me to teach the

class I would have to know the materials being covered." Moreover, because the

responsibility of deciding what specific L2 vocabulary items the lesson should

consist of was put on the students completely, they had to do their own research.

"Initially we had to look up the words to find out the meanings." "Then making

the activities requires the knowledge of the vocabulary. So in order to complete

the activity, you must know the vocabulary." "This project practically forces you

to learn the words."

In the group project presentation and vocabulary application phases of the

group project, the repetitiveness of the group activities and the innovativeness of

the hands-on activities seem to facilitate students' learning and short-term

retention of the L2 vocabulary words. The meaningful and fun activities seem to

have captured the students' interest and attention to maintain focus on the task.

Students reported, "This project helped me learn the body parts because it was

so repetitive." "When something is new, it is more interesting, thus the students

will pay more attention." "Many of the groups had great ideas of teaching the

vocabulary as well as having the students remember the lessons afterwards.
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Games are always important because they are a more exciting way of teaching a

lesson."

In addition, a student reported that he/she discovered "that I learn better

when there are visuals involved." Another student thinks that social interaction is

a good way to enhance language learning. "I think working with other people is a

good way of learning, in this case I easily learned all of the body parts in no

time." The positive affective climate (Long & Porter, 1985) that this kind of

activity brings about "makes everyone feel comfortable with everyone in the

class." A student confessed, "Seeing each other make mistakes makes me feel

better because now I know I'm not the only one who makes mistakes."

Significance of Group Project Experience to Other Students

Students perceived the group project to be significant not only to

themselves but 10 olher students of Filipinoffagalog as well. Their positive

learning experience resulting from this group project approach to learning

Filipinoffagalog facilitated their skills development academically, linguistically,

socially, and cognitively. These significant benefits are delineated below,

together with samples of students' comments.

A positive and effective alternative to learning. "It's a good way of

learning." "Although it can be fun and hard work, we learn the language more

from doing all the planning, listening to groups present and taking part in the

group activities." "This project was so effective because it was created by people
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whom you can relate to, by asking if it would be effective on themselves. If it can

work for them then it must work for their classmates."

Helps to discover one's learning style. "It's a good way to find out how

each group would like to be taught."

Enhances social skills. "[It] helps them to learn to work with [their]

classmates."

Promotes language and cognitive development. "This brings out the

best in students' learning. The fact of doing something with the language to learn

it makes them have to know what they are teaching." "They learn while working

on the project." "It makes you think what you are going to do." "It allows you to

really work with your group and express your ideas."

Promotes meaningful and practical application of the target

language. "[It helps them) to use their knowledge of the language to make and

complete activities." "New ideas become much more meaningful and important

if students are included into the lesson." "You learn a lot doing this type of

projects.

Promotes cooperation and collaboration. "Every one is learning the

language together." "It's a terrific project ... to learn something and actually

share it with your class."

Promotes self-confidence. "It is a good way to overcome their fear of

talking in front of people."

Promotes intrinsic motivation. "I'm very intrinsically motivated to teach

that I could not imagine it not being a good thing to do."
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Promotes a positive affective climate. "Students become much more

involved and comfortable with the classroom and material." "It's a lot of fun, it's

exciting and it's different from your everyday learning process."

Promotes teacher appreciation and understanding. "I think every one

should know how it feels for a teacher to come up with a lesson plan."

Provides opportunities to develop friendship. "By doing this you get to

know each other better and a new friendship may arise."

Suggestions on Group Project Improvement

Students' suggestions to help improve the group project approach to

language learning/teaching were directed towards both teacher and students. To

the teacher, they suggested that the content of the lesson be varied and/or the

number of groups to present the same topic be limited. For example, one or two

groups may choose to present the parts of the face, another two groups on the

torso, and so on. Or, if parts of the house is the topic, the lesson may be divided

on different rooms in the house, such as the kitchen, liVing room, bedroom, and

so on. Another suggestion was to increase the amount of time allotted for the

group project presentation. They felt that fifteen minutes was not enough and

suggested half an hour to 45 minutes would be ideal.. They wanted to have more

time to do the hand-on activities and allow more time for interaction and

internalization within the ZPD. In addition to the teacher's guideline on how to

prepare a lesson plan, they also would like a guideline on how to teach. Lastly,

they suggest the students be reminded to use their time wisely in the preparation
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of the student project. (I would suspect that this is a request for the benefit of the

procrastinators in the group.)

To the students, they offered these suggestions in the planning,

development, organization, and presentation of the group project.

1. Plan ahead. Do not procrastinate.

2. Be organized. Create a working schedule and stick to it.

3. Have an open communication with your partner.

4. Try to keep things simple.

5. Plan to have games or activities to evaluate students' learning.

6. Practice and be prepared for the presentation.

7. Present the material with enthusiasm

8. Be confident.

9. Have fun!

Student Proficiency Level for Group Project Approach

The results of the students' written evaluations demonstrate students' full

support for this kind of project. They believed that other students should be

given the opportunity to experience this "great learning experience." However,

they were not in agreement as to which level this type of student group project

should be introduced. (Students' comments are in quotations.)
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Table 1

Students' Opinion on the Level of Group Project Appropriateness

Level of Ss

(n = 17)

TAG 101

TAG 102

TAG 101 AND 102

TAG 101 OR 102

n

5

7

2

3

%

29%

41%

12%

18%

Five students (or 29%) believed that first semester beginning students of

Tagalog would "benefit from this project very much." However, "the lesson would

definitely have to be mostly taught in English." Seven students (or 41 %) believed

that this type of group project should be introduced to second semester

beginning students of Tagalog because they "know the language more and can

give a better presentation [in the target language)." Besides, "to put a lesson

plan into Tagalog requires a little more knowledge of the language." "It is

important to have some [degree] of background in the language to support their

project." One student comments, "If I was a student of a 101 class and a teacher

assigns this kind of work, I would be overwhelmed." Another says, "TAG 101

students are still getting to know one another. They are not yet comfortable with

the entire class. If you start with 101, the group will worry too much about how
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the rest of the class will react if something goes wrong. They will lose focus on

their real objectives." This evidence suggests that students perceived positive

affective climate as a significant factor that influences students' performance in

class.

Two students (or 12%) think that this type of project should be given in

both levels, (101 and 102) because "it is fun and effective, why not share it with

everyone." In addition, "it helps people in all levels when learning a foreign

language." Three students (or 18%) think it can be introduced to either TAG 101

or 102 students, depending on the teacher requirements. "If students may use

English in their lesson, then it would be a great assignment to assign a TAG 101

class because it would get them excited to learn the language." One student

believes it really does not matter which level of students to introduce the group

project "as long as they will be able to experience it."

Students were asked two questions about their preferences: first, whether

or not they would work with the same partner again and second, whether they

would rather learn the lesson on body parts from the teacher or their peers.

Results of their responses to these two questions are summarized in Table 2 and

discussed below.
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(n = 17)

Table 2

Summary of Students' Preferences

n %

SAME PARTNER

DIFFERENT PARTNER

PEER

TEACHER

FAILED TO COMMENT

15

2

14

2

1

88%

12%

82%

12%

06%

It seems that, since the students had input as to the composition of their

group and got along well with their group member(s), they felt the task was

accomplished more successful/y. Fifteen students (or 88%) reported they would

work with the same partner(s). However, two students (or 12%) thought

otherwise. One student had a scheduling conflict with his/her partner, while the

other had no time for group work because he/she had a ful/time job and would

rather work alone.

As from whom they would prefer to learn the lesson on body parts,

fourteen students (or 82%) reported they would rather learn this lesson from their

peers since they can "relate more with them" and "[their peers] know best how to

communicate a lesson to them." They can "laugh at them... and the outrageous

way they teach the materials without getting into trouble." Two students (or
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12%), however, preferred learning it from the teacher because "teachers are

more organized" and, therefore, would not have taken "a lot of time to prepare"

as they did. This response suggests that their preference to have the teacher

teach the lesson instead of their peers has nothing to do with students' ability or

inability to do a good and quality work compared to teachers. Rather, it implies

that they would prefer to take the "easy road" and be at the receiving end of the

knowledge transmission line. Though it took more time to prepare the group

project and they would rather have the teacher do it, they agreed, "learning from

...peers was fun and easier." One student (or 6%) failed to give an opinion on

this matter. It appears the question had been overlooked.

Lastly, the salient complaint students had about the student group project

was the conflict in schedules of group members. The majority of students (53%)

held part-time jobs. Consequently, it was inconvenient for them to meet outside

class to work on the project. They suggested 15 minutes of class time at least

twice a week be allotted to group project development so that students could

work together on the group project.

POSTTESTS RESULTS

Table 3 summarizes the results of two posttests on the L2 body parts

vocabulary. The first posttest was given a week after the last group presentation.

Two weeks after, students took the second posttest. All students took the tests,

except for one who was absent on both days. One student missed the first
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posttest and another student missed the second posttes!. Their tests were

excluded in the analysis.

Table 3

Results of Two Posttests on L2 "Body Parts" Vocabulary

Test 1 Test 2

(n=14) 15 items % 15 items %

S1 14 93 14 93

S2 14 93 14 93

S3 15 100 15 100

S4 14 93 15 100

S5 14.5 97 15 100

S6 15 100 15 100

S7 14 93 15 100

S8 15 100 15 100

S9 15 100 14 93

S10 15 100 15 100

S11 14.5 97 15 100

S12 14 93 15 100

S13 14 93 14.5 97

S14 14 93 15 100
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On the first posttest, five students (or 36%) received a perfect score, two

(or 14%) got 97% correct, and seven (or 50%) got 93% correct. The students'

average score was 96%. On the second posttest, 10 students (or 71 %) received

a perfect score, one (or 7%) got 97% correct, and three (or 21%) got 93%

correct. The students' average score was 98%. The favorable results of these

tests suggest that the group project approach of learning L2 vocabulary has

facilitated the students' internalization and recall of the L2 lexical items. The

students were able to retain the lexical items three weeks after the class

presentations. If you recall, Mary (of Group 1) misrepresented "baywang"as

"waist."

Interestingly enough, three students (57, 512, and 514) seem to have

internalized and retained that error. This evidence suggests that the semiotic

devices Mary and Joseph used in the introduction of L2 lexical items assisted

these students in the internalization and recall of the L2 vocabulary in the ZPD,

even though that particular vocabulary was erroneous. Furthermore, the

favorable results of both posttests suggest the collective use of semiotic devices

in scaffoldings by.the eight groups in their presentations have facilitated the

negotiation of meaning, co-construction of knowledge, internalization, and short

term retention of the L2 lexical items in their individual, intra-group, and inter

group ZPDs.

Although it is ideal to conduct a follow-up study to determine the long-tern

retention of the L2 lexical items on body parts, it would be very difficult to

determine whether the group project approach or the participants' additional
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exposure to the language (e.g., intermediate FilipinolTagalog classes, Filipino

movies, Filipino songs, etc.) had direct causal effect on their long-term memory.

Chapter 6 concludes the study, discusses the implications for teaching,

and gives recommendations for possible future research based on the findings of

this study.
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CHAPTER 6

CONCLUSION

The findings of the study suggest that group project approach to L2

learning/teaching may have a better future in our language classrooms. The

participants of the study saw the potential of this learning/teaching approach and

would like other students to have the same opportunity they had to experience its

value on their L2 learning. By taking up the challenge to share in the

responsibility of their L2 learning, they had empowered themselves and through

group interaction, they had learned and tested problem-solving skills in their

group project preparation and presentation. This group project approach not only

provided students the opportunity to learn and use the target language

meaningfully, but it had also provided them a meaningful and realistic way to

learn how to problem-solve, a significant and valuable skill to have in the "real

world." By undergoing the process of group preparation and presentation,

students learned how to negotiate meaning, co-construct knowledge, and

establish intersubjectivity in order to solve problems and realize their levels of

potential development in the ZPD. The discussion of the findings presented

abundant information that allowed us to have a closer look into the students'

learning of a second language and validated Vygotsky's sociocultural theory.
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Implications for Teaching

The use of Vygotsky's sociocultural theory as framework in the analysis of

this study allowed us to see what really goes on in dialogic interactions and how

semiotic devices mediate one's thinking and behavior. This valuable insight will

enable language teachers to examine themselves and their educational practices

and see how they facilitate (or hinder) students' language development. The use

of L1 in L2 group activities, for example, may appear to be an obstacle in the

learner's language development. In the past century, the use of L1 in the

classroom was discouraged because the assumption has been that L1 inhibits

the learning of L2 (Cook 2001). However, looking at it differently from a

Vygotskian's perspective, L1 functions as a psychological tool that facilitates and

mediates the making-meaning process in scaffolding and establishment of

intersubjectivity, necessary to perform the task and realize one's level of potential

development (Anton & DiCamilla, 1999). L1 functions as an essential semiotic

tool that facilitates retrieval of language from memory, negotiation of meaning,

co-construction of knowledge, exploration and expansion of content, problem

solving, cognitive development, and L2 learning and acquisition (De Guerrero &

Villamil, 1994; Villamil and De Guerrero, 1996).

Language play, humor, laughter, and mimicry may be seen as disruptive

behaviors and inappropriate in a language classroom; however, from a

Vygotskian's perspective, they are semiotic devices that facilitate the learning of

L2. They help create an affective climate, which reduces stress and frustration

brought about by difficulties encountered in L2 language learning.
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Group work has played a significant role in L2 learning and is now well

established in most L2 classroom curriculums. Group project, on the other hand,

is ''the new kid on the block" that needs to be explored as an expansion to group

work techniques currently employed by teachers in their language classrooms.

In the beginning, it will require a lot of time for planning and organization.

However, in the long run, when the responsibility of language learning is shared

with the students, they will appreciate the lighter teaching workload.

Social interaction mediates one's learning and development, and L2

teachers need to be aware of the interdependent nature depicted by Vygotsky.

They need to create an environment or culture for the students to be able to

engage in social interaction and provide mutual guidance in the ZPD. By

knowing and understanding how social interaction facilitates language learning

and development, teachers will be better prepared and trained to guide students

in designing language learning group project activities that can be more

meaningful, realistic, and enjoyable to students. By giving students a share of

their learning responsibility, L2 teachers empower them to become more

independent learners. They learn to co-construct knowledge using semiotic

mediation devices and negotiation through collaboration. With the help of the

more capable peers, students can do much more, increasing their actual level of

language development. Moreover, by treating students as intelligent human

beings who have valuable strengths to share with others, including their

teachers, students will appreciate the respect and confidence teachers have for
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them and will respond, accordingly. As Vygotsky claims, human behavior

mediates human action.

In my own personal experience doing this group project, I learned two

significant things from my students. First, because I believed in the ability of my

students, they too believed in themselves. Because I challenged them to create

good-quality work, they demonstrated and proved to everybody, including

themselves, that they could do good-quality work. There are teachers,

unfortunately, who feel the need to always be in control and are reluctant to

empower students to share in the responsibility of their language learning.

Consequently, their reluctance stifles their students' language and cognitive

development. Because the students' fail to see and understand the meaning of

and the fun in language learning, they tend to lose focus on what really is

important, and that is the process of learning itself. Instead of learning how to

learn and experiencing how to solve problems, they tend to focus instead only on

academic letter grades rather than the pleasure and excitement of learning.

When we redirect our students' focus from academic letter grade to quality-work

output, learning becomes more meaningful to them because they also learn life

skills that they can apply in the real world. One student commented, "I wasn't

worried about what grade I'm going to have on this. I was concerned about the

outcome and expectation of [the] audience."

Secondly, the group project presentations made me realize that I was not

the only "expert" in that FilipinofTagalog class. There were 17 others with great

minds (if not greater than mine). They were living resources that were waiting to
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be tapped and used. When given the opportunity, they demonstrated their

creative ability by creating good, meaningful, effective, and innovative language

learning activities. (The results of their pos1tests attested to these.) Through

collaboration with other group members, they shared and contributed their

strengths in finding solutions to problems. They negotiated meaning, co

constructed knowledge, established intersubjectivity, and assisted one another in

developing their potentials within the ZPD. Though they may not be aware of

established educational learning theories, they developed their activities based

on their own theories, which seems to be, "If I like it, they would like it too. If it

worked for me, then it would work for them too." As one student commented,

"This project was so effective because it was created by people whom you can

relate to, by asking if it would be effective on themselves. If it can work for them,

then it must work for their classmates."

I believe that the group project approach to L2 learning/teaching is a "win

win" situation. It motivates and empowers the students to share in the learning

responsibility and lightens up the teachers' workload. By relinquishing some of

their learning responsibilities to the students, teachers will provide students

enough room to grow together abundantly at their own pace. According to

Vygotsky, "instruction is good only when it proceeds ahead of development,

when it awakens and rouses to life those functions that are in a stage of maturing

or in the zone of proximal development" (1956, p.278, reported in Wertsch &

Stone, 1985, p.165).
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Learning occurs in the zone of proximal development, and in the group

project approach, learning occurred not only in the individual ZPD, but also in the

intra-group and inter-group ZPDs. The group project approach forced the

individual members to do initial research on L2 lexical items on body parts before

the group could decide on what activities to create. This process of learning

occurred in the individual ZPD, with the reference sources functioning as the

"expert" assisting the novice. When the small group members came together to

work on the details of the project, they were working together in their intra-group

ZPD, as they negotiated meaning, co-constructed knowledge, and established

intersubjectivity. Finally, during the group project presentations, the various

hands-on activities created by each small group functioned as scaffoldings,

assisting the "novice group" in the inter-group ZPD. Thus, the learning and

internalization of the L2 lexical items started from the individual ZPD to the intra

group ZPD and finally to the inter-group ZPD. The repetition, meaningful hands

on language learning activities, and social interaction facilitated the students'

internalization and integration of the L2 vocabulary on body parts, a much easier

approach to mastering vocabulary than mastering it alone from a list. As

Vygotsky purports, learning occurs in a social milieu within the ZPD.

I encourage L2 language teachers to design group projects and try them

in their own classrooms. However, just like any other teaching/learning strategy,

the success or failure of the group project approach depends on the teachers and

students themselves, their degree of obligation, responsibility and investment

(Hertz-Lazarowitz et aI., 1992) as well as the quality of teacher preparation and
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student cooperation in the teaching/learning process. Group project approach

requires careful planning and execution on the part of the teacher as well as

cooperation and participation of students.

In addition, I would also encourage teachers to take their teaching

responsibility a step further by gathering student feedback to evaluate the

positive and negative effects on students' language learning and share their

findings with other teachers. Let's challenge our students, give them a share of

their learning responsibility and empower them to become independent learners.

Recommendations for Future Research

Since group project approach is "the new kid on the block," more studies

need to be done to investigate the benefits and disadvantages of such approach

when the participants are heterogeneous. We also need to look into the

composition of the groups. How do small groups of two compare with small

groups of 3 or small groups of 4 or more? In addition, since group project

approach is both process- and product-oriented within the ZPD, we need to

develop evaluative assessments in the ZPD that would better assess the

effectiveness of group projects.

In the present study, the teacher controlled the topic of the group project.

How would the results of this study compare with the results of a group project

study where the groups controlled the topics? Finally, we need to find ways that

would minimize (if not eliminate) social loafing in group projects approach. The
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results of the study give us insight into the group project approach to L2 learning!

teaching. There is a lot more to be done. Let's get busy!
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Appendix A

A Brief Description of the Group Participants

Group 1 - Mary and Joseph

Mary and Joseph know each other very well and enjoy working together.

They are responsible, conscientious, and hard-working students and have a

positive attitude in learning FilipinofTagalog. They exhibit quality work consistently

in whatever task assigned to them and use the language creatively and

meaningfully, whenever possible. Mary seems to have more exposure to the

FilipinofTagalog than Joseph does.

Group 2 - Kyle, Martha, and Naomi

Kyle and Naomi know each other well enough because they sit next to each

other in class. They are sociable and enjoy interacting with the other members of

the class. Martha, on the other hand, seems to be quiet and reserved. She would

wait for someone to choose her as a partner or group member, rather than take

the initiative and ask someone if she could be a part of his/her group. She comes

from Guam and appears to feel like an outsider. She has more FilipinofTagalog

exposure than Kyle and Naomi.

The group project has allowed Kyle and Naomi to know Martha a lot better

and develop a friendly relationship with her. In the self-evaluation feedback,

Naomi comments, "I feel like I got to know Martha a lot better. She is funny and

great to work with. I always thought that she was a quiet person who kept things

to herself. Once you get to know her she is so talkative." Kyle says, "I've never
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been in a group or paired up with this person [Martha] and this activity allowed me

to get to know this person better. And I realized that you don't really know how fun

a person can be until you talk and hang around with them."

Group 3 - Henry and Gabriel

Henry and Gabriel know each other well enough. They both enjoy making

the class laugh. Henry, however, seems to use laughter as a defense mechanism,

hiding his language insecurities and self-consciousness by acting silly. At times,

his nervousness is manifested in his body language, e.g., smiling coyly, laughing

nervously, or shrugging his shoulders. Gabriel seems to have more Filipino!

Tagalog exposure than Henry.

Group 4 - Suzie and Lucy

Suzie and Lucy know each other well enough, but they seldom hang out

with each other. They are diligent students and exhibit interest in learning the

target language. Both are reserved, quiet, and shy. Suzie seems to have more

exposure in FilipinolTagalog than Lucy because she watches Filipino movies with

her parents at home.

Group 5 - Yolly and Dan

Yolly and Dan know each other but not that well. Yolly has more exposure

to FilipinolTagalog than Dan. She likes to use the target language to make the

class laugh. In their self-evaluation, Dan and Yolly confessed not being well

prepared for the presentation. Yolly admitted, 'We change[d] our plans a lot of

times and we also change[d] our games before we presented." Dan confessed his
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procrastination, "I screwed up because I didn't use my spare time to do this project

since it was announced. I wasted the period of time from the day it was

announced and until the day it was presented."

Group 6 - Ann and Judy

Ann and Judy know each other well enough and get along well with each

other. They are both responsible and hard-working students and consistently

exhibit good quality work in tasks assigned to them. Furthermore, they both

display motivation in learning the target language. Judy seems to be a quicker

language learner and more confident in the use of the target language than Ann is.

She seems to have a more solid understanding of FilipinolTagalog than Ann does.

Group 7 - Carol and Vicki

Carol and Vicki do not really know each other that well. They are both

responsible and diligent students. They are very motivated to learn the target

language and use it whenever the opportunity arises. They work hard and

consistently produce good quality work. They both have positive attitudes and get

along with each other.

Group 8 - Paula and Lily

Paula and Lily do not really know each other that well but they get along

with each other. PaUla's personality is completely the opposite of Lily's. Paula is

very vocal and outgoing while Lily is quiet, soft-spoken, shy, and reserved. Paula

has a lot more exposure to Filipino! Tagalog than Lily because her parents use the

target language at home.
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Appendix B

Student Project Guidelines

STAGE ONE:

Create a lesson plan on the topic, "parts of the body."

• What should the students be able to do at the end of the lesson? (Your

objectives)

• How will you accomplish your objectives? (Steps to take)

)- What materials do you need?

)- What activities do you plan to do?

)- How much time do you estimate it will take to do the planned activities?

• How will you evaluate the success of your lesson? (How do you know the

students learned what you are trying to teach them?)

STAGE TWO:

Set up a working schedule and stick to it as much as possible. Project

presentation is scheduled on 3111·12.

1. Submit a draft of your project by 2/18.

2. Keep a journal and record your pleasant and unpleasant experiences related

to this project. (This will be needed and helpful when you do your self

evaluation paper.)

STAGE THREE:

1. Start working on the development of your design. Quality of work is very

important.
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2. Your project should accompany a typed-written Lesson Plan. This should

be divided into the following headings and subheadings.

a. TOPIC

b. OBJECTIVES (What students should be able to do by the end of the

lesson)

c. MATERIALS (What you would be using in your teaching presentation,

e.g. overhead projector, TV - VCR, handouts, etc.)

d. PROCEDURE (Step by step instruction on how to do the activity. Include

approximate time to complete the activity.)

e. EVALUATION I ASSESSMENT (How you would evaluate / assess what

students learned from your lesson.)

STAGE FOUR:

Presentation I Demonstration of the project -- You will teach the class.

STAGE FIVE: (A guideline will be provided later.)

Comprehensive typed feedback on the project. Include information from your

journal.
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Appendix C

LIST OF LEXICAL ITEMS INTRODUCED BY THE GROUPS

HEAD: TORSO: LOWER BODY:

baba [chin] balikat [shoulder] balakang [hip]

bibig [mouth] braso [arm] baywang [waist]

buhok [hair] daliri [finger] binti [leg]

dila [tongue dibdib [chest] bukung-bukong

ilong [nose] kamay [hand] [ankle]

kilay [eyebrow] kilikili [armpit] daliri ng paa [toes]

labi [lip] likod [back] hita [thigh]

leeg [neck] palad [palm] paa [foot]

mata [eye] pulso [pulse] puwet [buttocks]

mukha [face] pusod [navel] sakong [heel]

ngipin [teeth] siko [elbow] talampakan [sale]

noo [forehead] tuhod [knee]

pilikmata [eyelash]

pisngi [cheek]

tenga [ear]

ulo [head]
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Appendix D

Project/Self-Evaluation Guidelines

PROJECT EVALUATION· TAG 102 (Due Date: on or before 5/15)

Typed: 10-12 (easy-to-read) font; double-spaced.

This is my first time to experiment on this type of learning/teaching methodology.

would appreciate your honest and comprehensive evaluation in order for me to

find out the effects of this project on students' learning of Tagalog. Please answer

the questions HONESTLY and COMPREHENSIVELY. Please copy the questions

and type your answers underneath. Short answers will do as long as you give

comprehensive explanations to support your answers. Use entries from your

journal to elaborate your answers.

The purposes of this evaluation are:

(1) to know the positive and/or negative effects of this project on the students and

their learning of Tagalog,

(2) to find out what students' perceptions are regarding this alternative

learning/teaching style, and

(3) to find ways of improving on this project to better help students in their learning

of Tagalog.
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QUESTIONS: (Refer to your journal entries as much as possible.)

1. What is your overall impression of this project? Do you like it or not? Why or

why not? Please explain. Give specifics, if possible.

2. Describe how you worked on your project with your partner(s)? What were

your positive and negative experiences. Please tell the story.

3. If you were to do this kind of project over again, what would you have done the

same? differently? Would you work with the same partner? Why or why

not? Would you prefer to have worked alone? Why or why not?

4. How much time do you think should be given to students in order to produce a

quality kind of project?

5. How did this project help you in your learning of Tagalog, particularly the

vocabulary words? Would you have rather learned this lesson from the

teacher or from your peers? Why? Please explain your answer

6. Do you think other students should experience doing this kind of project in their

learning of Tagalog? Why or why not?

7. Do you think this kind of project should start with TAG 102 students or TAG

101 students? Why? Please explain.

8. What suggestions do you have to improve on this project so that other

students may benefit from your own experiences?

9. OTHER COMMENTS:

(Contact me at 732-6080 or ranee@hawaii.edu for any questions.)
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GLOSSARY

a. code-switching = a change by a speaker (or writer) from one language or

language variety to another one in a conversation, in the middle of their speech

or a sentence (Richards, Platt, & Weber, 1987).

b. expert = also known as ''the more capable other." In Vygotskian literature, an

individual (teacher, mentor, etc.) who clearly has superior knOWledge, or a

corpus of knowledge, such as a textbook, article, and/or various other materials

and resources. In this study, the more capable individual; studenVlearner who

takes the role of teacher/facilitator in the class presentation of the student

project; studenVlearner who takes the role of peer tutor.

c. free-rider effect = the more capable member carries additional responsibility

and burden because a member may not be giving 100% of hislher effort (Kerr

& Bruun, 1983).

d. group = 'a group exists when two or more people define themselves as

members of it and when its existence is recognized by at least one other'

(Brown, 1988; reported in Galton and Williamson, 1992, p. 11).

e. group project = assignment resulting from collaboration between and among

two or more individuals that incorporate student input based on collaborative

research, integrating language skills and extending over several weeks.

1. interlocutors = people who are actively engaged in conversation.
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g. intersubjectivity = a shared perspective reached by interlocutors when a

shared understanding, not necessarily consensus, of the word or topic under

discussion is achieved through negotiation of meaning (Rommetveit, 1979).

h. lingua-kinesis =language use in relation to motion

L mnemonic device =a device used as an aid in remembering

j. novice = the less skilled individual; student/learner who takes the role of

"student participant" in the class presentation of the student project.

k. scaffolding = assistance provided in a problem-solving task

I. semiotic tools = physical tools, psychological tools, such as symbols or signs,

or human behavior that mediate human action.

m. social loafing =reduction of effort and performance by individuals when tasks

are structured so that a group shares a single goal and individual contributions

cannot readily be monitored (Hertz-Lazarowitz, Kirkus, & Miller, 1992).

n. sucker effect = the more capable member does not give his/her 100%

because he/she perceives free-riding effect in the group (Kerr & Bruun, 1983).

o. utterance = what is said by anyone person before or after another person

begins to speak (Richards, Platt & Weber, 1987).

p. ZPD (zone of proximal development) = the difference between an

individual's actual development (Le., what an individual can do alone) and

his/her potential development (i.e., what an individual can do with the help of a

more capable other) (Vygotsky, 1978).
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